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CHAPTER I - SHIP OPERATIONS
Overall Summary
We enjoyed working with POLAR SEA as a team on this mission, and the crew appreciated
the opportunity to help out and see something other than the western Arctic. This was an
extremely challenging deployment. We deployed on short notice less than 3 months after
return from the 5-½ month AWS-02 deployment, and returned 3 months later with 9 months
spent underway in the last year. We faced very difficult ice conditions and challenging
engineering casualties, but everyone rose to the call. While late January satellite photos and
our own early February transit through the Ross Sea had some wondering how ice conditions
in McMurdo could be that bad when the western Ross Sea was so open, our first run down
the ice channel in Mcmurdo removed any doubt. POLAR SEA had made tremendous
progress by the time we arrived, having made the longest ever break-in on record. But it was
definitely the right decision to send 2 icebreakers this year; with the conditions that existed
just in the last stretch of ice to McMurdo, there is no way that POLAR SEA would have been
able to get both the cargo ship and fuel tanker in and out by itself. Refreeze was rapid and
winds weren't cooperating in blowing brash ice out of the channel. We were already
experiencing austral winter conditions when we arrived. In retrospect, the cargo and fuel
offloads probably could have been completed sooner if the second icebreaker had been
deployed 3-4 weeks sooner, which would have put both icebreakers on scene in January to
take advantage (in blowing out the channel brash ice) of the strong southerly winds typical
for that month. The requirement to stop in Sydney for fuel on the way down also added at
least 3 days of transit time, time that could have been saved if we were able to stop in New
Zealand for fuel. In an ice year like this, 3 days can make all the difference.
This deployment helped demonstrated that, despite HEALY's primary mission and design as
an Arctic science platform, it is capable of performing Deep Freeze missions when extreme
ice conditions dictate the need for two icebreakers and one POLAR icebreaker is not
available. What HEALY lacks in the brute horsepower of the POLAR's, it almost (emphasis)
makes up for with it’s 4,000 tons of additional displacement, engineering redundancies, and
high torque output to shafts turning simple fixed pitch props. These enable her to back and
ram much faster, and work harder without having to regularly stop for maintenance such as
purifying controllable pitch hubs. That's important when temperature/ice conditions are such
that the channel brash refreezes after just a few hours if left ungroomed. Having now seen
first hand HEALY's capabilities and limitations (such as difficulty of turning in thick brash
ice) in both the Arctic and Antarctic, one option that should be looked at whenever the
POLAR's are replaced is a ship with the HEALY design, but with the capability of putting
50K HP to the shafts (25K each) instead of HEALY's current 30K (15K to each shaft).
Summary
Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle to Sydney AS, Sydney AS to Antarctica
The transit from Seattle to Sydney was uneventful other than the 25-30 ft beam seas we
encountered 2 days NE of HI, which gave us rolls in the 30-45 degree range. We transited
within the SE quadrant of the Howland-Baker U.S. EEZ, but encountered no fishing vessels
to report to D14 (ole). After refueling and picking up our NIC ice analyst in Sydney, we
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continued the transit to McMurdo. After evaluating available satellite imagery, we decided
to follow a great circle route from Sydney down to 68S 175E, and then the 175E line down to
the NW side of iceberg C-19. The Australian and New Zealand governments requested,
through D14, that we report all vessels fishing in their EEZs. The OPORDER also directed
us to report all fishing vessels in the CCAMLR management sub areas south of 60S.
However, we did not encounter any vessels between Sydney and McMurdo Sound, other
than the R/V Nathaniel B. Palmer operating NE of C-19. Our first iceberg sightings were 280
NM NNE of the Balleny Islands. We transited down the west side of C-19, taking advantage
of it’s recent clockwise rotation which had left a 10 NM wide swath of open water along the
upper two-thirds (approx 80 NM) of its western edge. Continuing on to McMurdo Sound, we
had open water most of the way, but encountered areas of 9/10 FY medium ice, mostly small
floes or cakes, in the areas N of Franklin Island, and NW of Beaufort Island, but we easily
pushed through it. We arrived at the north end of the McMurdo ice channel on the evening of
6 Feb, and hove to after deciding with Polar Sea to fly over the next day and discuss strategy
for 2-ship icebreaking operations.
Deep Freeze 2003 Ice Operations
On the morning of 7 Feb, POLAR SEA’s helo picked up the CO and Ops for a recon flight
down the channel prior to attending a planning meeting on POLAR SEA. That flight made it
abundantly clear that our work was cut out for us, even after all the work POLAR SEA had
done in the previous month. The overall length of the channel was 15 miles from the turning
basin (mile 0) N to where large plates had broken off and left mostly open water. The cargo
ship, M/V AMERICAN TERN (hereafter referred to as TERN), had arrived a few days
before us, and was hove to in a slot cut into the side of the channel at mile 7.5. From mile 15
(where the channel mouth was about 1000 yards wide) down to mile 7, the channel gradually
narrowed, with mostly open water down to the TERN, and then rapidly increasing brash ice
concentration in the channel south of there. The channel from mile 7 down to the turning
basin and into the ice pier was 10/10 brash, and just under 3 ship widths wide at the
narrowest point. Large chunks of thick multiyear (MY) ice were everywhere, many with
propeller score marks from POLAR SEA. We decided at the meeting that HEALY needed to
run the channel first before deciding how best to prepare for the TERN’s transit to the ice
pier.
After briefly hosting some VIP’s aboard (including G-O), we made our first pass down the
channel to the turning basin, using 3 engines just to be safe. As long as we maintained
momentum, we were able to keep our speed up in the channel. When we tried to slow just
below 9-10 kts, the speed quickly bled off to 3-5 kts. The brash was so thick that no open
water appeared behind our stern. We made it about one third of the way around the turning
basin before the packed brash stopped us. POLAR SEA had spent the previous couple days
doing circles in the turning basin to try and break it up. While POLAR SEA’s most recent
track around the turning basin had some looser brash in it, everything to the side of that was
packed solid as a result of POLAR SEA’s hull pressing against it during the turns. The
turning basin was still too narrow for HEALY to turn around without stopping, so we backed
and filled several times, and broke away more of the north edges of fast ice, until we were
able to head back out the channel to the north.
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Since TERN had been waiting for a few days outside the channel, and the fuel tanker M/V
RICHARD G MATTHIESEN (hereafter referred to as MATTHIESEN) would arrive soon
and have to wait on TERN’s offload, and with winds not favorable for blowing out the
channel if we started to widen it (channel alignment was NW to SE), the dual icebreaker ops
had to concentrate for the time being on grooming brash in the existing, narrow 7-mile
channel and making it ready for TERN as soon as possible. Since the ice wasn’t going
anywhere without the wind, we had to beat it into submission in place, busting up the big
chunks that could stop or potentially hole the thinner hulls of the cargo ship and fuel tanker.
So POLAR SEA, with her tighter turning radius, continued to groom the turning basin.
HEALY worked the channel since it could move faster and seemed to break up the big
chunks better than POLAR SEA. Every time HEALY turned around in the turning basin, we
broke off more of the fast ice on the N side, making the basin into a teardrop shape. This then
allowed HEALY to make the turn without stopping, gave POLAR SEA the ability to make
turns in a counterclockwise direction (which it had not been able to do since losing the blade
on the starboard prop), and set up an easier exit path for TERN to follow out after offloading.
At first HEALY groomed the entire width of the channel, but we decided after the second
day to concentrate on making the straightest possible, two ship-widths wide path to the
turning basin, and grinding that ice up as much as possible. We also found that the best way
for HEALY to chew up the brash was to back through it. After passing through sections of
the channel that would slow us down, we would back up in our path a few ship lengths,
leaving a nicely milled section.. Ironically, the widest parts of the channel were consistently
the most difficult to loosen up; that may have been because there was more room for the big
chunks to slide out to the side as we passed through, instead of passing under the ship and
milling through the props. After 3 continuous days of channel grooming, and with the
MATTHIESEN now hove to near the TERN, it was decided to bring the TERN down the
channel to the ice pier. As final preparation, HEALY spent a couple hours using our backup
grooming technique in a triangular area right at the entrance to the turning basin, creating
some open water and very loose brash where TERN would need to kick her stern over to
commence the turn.
The plan was for HEALY to conduct a single-ship escort down the channel, and then peel off
into a bypass channel that we had created as the upper side of the teardrop shape coming out
of the basin (and affectionately referred to by POLAR SEA as the “HEALY off ramp”).
POLAR SEA would wait just south of the off ramp to take up the escort into and through the
turning basin, and turn out of TERN’s way right before the ice pier entrance channel.
HEALY commenced the escort at mile 7, maintaining a distance of 100 to 250 yards. The
escort went well until a large plate of ice popped up between HEALY and TERN at around
mile 5, besetting the TERN as it lodged under the starboard bow. We backed up to and
alongside their bow a few times, trying to open the path ahead of them, but our backing
efforts just pushed more ice back toward them. POLAR SEA and HEALY each made a pass
around the TERN’s port side to try to free her. POLAR SEA then made another pass down
the starboard side, but the TERN still wasn’t free. So POLAR SEA took up position off
TERN’s starboard bow and rigged towlines. After going back and forth in front of POLAR
SEA to loosen up the ice they would have to tow through, HEALY made another pass from
the south, coming around POLAR SEA’s bow and starboard side, and cutting in at a 30degree angle close to TERN”s starboard quarter so as to force her stern to port (where there
was open water from the passes down the port side) to line her up with the channel and make
the tow more in line with POLAR SEA. TERN’s stern slid to port as predicted, and the
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TERN, with shafts still turning ahead, started slowly moving forward under her own power.
POLAR SEA took up slack on the towline and began towing her down the channel. As the
two approached the turning basin, slack developed in the towline as TERN began catching
up. The line parted when it came under tension again. TERN entered the turning basin
under its own power, and was able to make a partial turn to port before coming to a stop.
HEALY and POLAR SEA worked together the remainder of the day to get TERN to the ice
pier. HEALY mainly assisted by coming in at 30 to 45-degree angles close to TERN’s bow,
then aiming toward the ice pier entrance, and then backing up in our tracks to provide an
easier path for TERN to get into. Once the TERN was in the narrow channel to the ice pier,
POLAR SEA completed the remaining work to get them in, while HEALY went to work
widening the ice channel, starting at mile 15 and working south. From start to finish, the
escort took 16 hours.

HEALY Commences Ice Escort of AMERICAN TERN

CO and OPS attended a planning meeting ashore the next day to discuss preparations for the
escort of the MATTHIESEN into McMurdo. Based on many factors, including the difficulty
experienced in getting the shorter, narrower TERN through the channel and turning basin the
previous day, the lack of southerly winds to blow out the brash, cold temps that were freezing
the brash together if left ungroomed for more than 6 hours, and NIC reports of the Ross Sea
freeze-up starting a month earlier than normal, HEALY strongly recommended against any
plan to bring the MATTHIESEN all the way to the ice pier, and the MATTHIESEN skipper
concurred. We recommended that the MATTHIESEN be brought in close enough to
McMurdo to conduct over-the-ice refueling ops as had regularly been done at McMurdo
through the 1970’s. NSF was hesitant, but acknowledged it might be the only option to get
the station refueled and keep it, as well as the South Pole station that it supported, from
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having to close down before the rapidly approaching Austral winter. Raytheon Polar
Services (RPS) asked if the two icebreakers could lighter the fuel into McMurdo, however
we knew that would take well into March to do, and Coast Guard ship’s were not authorized
to transport JP-8 in their fuel tanks anyway (JP-8 made up the bulk of the fuel that
MATTHIESEN had aboard, along with JP-5). And lightering couldn’t be commenced
anyway until the TERN was away from the ice pier. So the meeting ended with NSF and
RPS agreeing to see how much hose they could come up with for an over-the-ice fueling
operation, and figuring out when they could have it ready.

POLAR SEA Makes Approach to Free Beset AMERICAN TERN

After that meeting, HEALY and POLAR SEA jointly agreed on the need to bring open water
closer to Hut Point, for an eventual over-the-ice fuel offload from MATTHIESEN, while
keeping the channel and turning basin ready for TERN’s escort out in about 6 days.
HEALY’s recommended strategy was for POLAR SEA, using it’s preferred “classic scallop
cut” technique and tighter turning radius, to widen the channel between miles 4 and 7. At the
same time, HEALY would widen the channel from mile 15 down to mile 7 to allow the thick
brash south of mile 8 to flow northward, giving more room to work in the channel (you need
to maintain a continual V shape all the way down, otherwise the only chance for the brash ice
to blow out is if the wind is perfectly in line with the channel). The 2 ships would also take
turns running the channel to the turning basin every 4 hours to keep the channel from
freezing over solid while TERN was still at the pier. After TERN was safely out, we would
cease all operations to keep the channel loose, and concentrate only on widening the channel
down far enough so that the MATTHIESEN could offload her fuel.
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Shortly after starting our work on the north end of the channel, one of our port
cycloconverters tripped offline and could not be reset. This limited us to 70 percent power on
that shaft. Even after we were able to finally reset it, it was unreliable, and we did not have it
fully operational until after we departed McMurdo later in the month. We had to adjust our
icebreaking methods somewhat (we could not longer turn to starboard in the heavy brash of
the turning basin, and it was more difficult to back in brash), but we were still able to get the
job done, though not as fast. As we widened the V from mile 15 down, and periodically ran
all the way around the edges of the channel to break the brash free from the fast ice, the brash
started flowing out of the channel between miles 7 and 15, no longer getting caught on the
irregular edges that had existed earlier.
On the 14th, the CO, OPS and 1st LT attended another planning meeting in McMurdo to
discuss the upcoming outbound escort of the TERN, and to further discuss the preparations
necessary for an over-the-ice fuel offload from the MATTHIESEN. By then we had widened
the channel from mile 15 all the way down to mile 5.5. At the meeting, the RPS rep
indicated that, due to available hose constraints, we would have to get the MATTHIESEN
within 6 miles of Hut Point for a 1-hose offload and within 5 miles for a 2-hose offload.
Since we had just widened the channel down to mile 5.5, we felt that we were already within
1-hose range, however the RPS-provided diagram indicated we still had a ways to go. After
some head scratching, we realized that their calculations were based on statute miles (SM),
not nautical miles (NM) as we were accustomed to using. When their 6 SM and 5 SM
maximum offload distances were converted to 5.2 NM and 4.3 NM, respectively, it became
obvious that there was a lot of challenging icebreaking work left to do in order to get close
enough for a 2-hose offload. After leaving the meeting, we had RPS put flags on the ice to
provide a visual indicator for the 2-hose offload target spot. We continued operations on the
channel, getting within 5 miles of the turning basin by the 15th, and 4.6 miles by the 16th, at
which time we shifted all efforts to preparing the channel for TERN’s escort out the
following day.
On 17 Feb, POLAR SEA and HEALY brought the TERN back out of the ice channel. The
10-hour evolution began in the morning, and involved POLAR SEA prepping the area behind
the TERN, and assisting the TERN in backing into the turning basin and getting turned
around. That took until early afternoon. During that time, HEALY continued preparing the
“on ramp” area, using the backing up milling technique to make a long, wide area of very
loose brash and some open water. This preparation did the job. As the TERN finally came
out the on ramp and into the channel, it was able to accelerate up to 10 knots while HEALY
maintained a 300-yard escort distance ahead of it. Then, about halfway up the channel, one of
our port shaft cycloconverters tripped offline again. We kept going since we knew that we
could keep our speed up with just 1 cycloconverter on that shaft, and because stopping at that
point to reset to the cycloconverter would have left the TERN stuck in a very narrow part of
the channel. But, just as we were approaching the final 200 yds, and the most difficult part
of the channel, the other cycloconverter tripped, taking away all power to the port shaft. The
TERN was immediately directed to take power off and veer to port into the only loose ice in
that section of the channel. Our speed was under 2 kts and dropping as HEALY's engineers
reset the cycloconverters and ECC took local control of the port shaft and powered full
ahead. We picked up speed and powered out of the ice just as the TERN came to a stop in
our track with its bow slightly to port. Had the TERN not turned to port, they would have
impacted our stern and aft A-frame. Even with the TERN turning to port, it still would have
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glanced off our port quarter if we had not picked up speed. Ice escort is a dangerous business,
particularly in a narrow channel where the high concentration of ice not only requires the
escorted vessel to stay close and keep up its speed, but also means that the emergency
procedures of one vessel turning to port and one to starboard may not work because one or
both vessels may not be able to turn due to the ice concentration. Fortunately we had done
some backing and ramming in that area of the channel prior to commencing the outbound
escort, so there was an area of loose ice for the TERN to turn into. After we exited the
channel, POLAR SEA and HEALY worked together to open the mouth of the channel to get
the TERN free, and she then went on her way toward New Zealand.
With the TERN safely on its way towards New Zealand, and with RPS still several days
away from being ready to lay hoses for the MATTHIESEN, we hove to for the next 22 hours
to troubleshoot our cycloconverter problems. While we were hove to, POLAR SEA reached
the target flags on the 18th, at 4.3 NM (5 SM) from Hut Point. However, just as they were
doing that, snowmobilers came out from McMurdo and set up a new set of flags a full 1 NM
(1.2 SM) further south! Apparently RPS had miscalculated how much hose they had
available, so now the 2-hose offload target was just 3.3 NM (3.8 SM) from Hut Point. After
our cycloconverter troubleshooting period, which corrected the problem with one of the port
cycloconverters but not the other, we then worked with POLAR SEA over the next 2 days to
widen the channel down to the flags. Whenever we had southerly winds, we went around the
edges and criss-crossed the brash (not the floes), which helped it flow out to the north. We
initially had some disagreement with POLAR SEA over this, but what we tried to avoid was
further breaking up any floes that we had broken off from the fast ice. If we kept the floes
intact, they would start moving (or we could “launch” them with a good push) and they
would keep the brash moving, kind of acting like a big sweeper. When we had easterly
winds, we worked on widening the channel as long as there was room for the ice we were
breaking to drift out into the channel and not get in our way. Our goal was to break as much
ice as we could without choking up the channel. Often we would break ice for a while, and
then we would have to stop that and run around the edges of all the brash again, even as far
out as mile 15, to get it flowing again toward the north. By the afternoon of the 19th, we had
reached the flags. Since there had been little wind over the preceding 24 hours, there was
now a lot of brash in this widened channel. So we spent that evening grooming the channel
from mile 3.3. up to the MATTHIESEN at mile 7.
On the morning of 20 Feb, we escorted the MATTHIESEN down the channel to the ice face
that POLAR SEA had smoothed out during the night. First we pushed floes away from the
stern of the MATTHIESEN so that they could back out of the spot where they had been hove
to the preceding 10 days. Then, as they went a ½ mile to the north to turn around in some
open water, we went down the east side of the channel, where the brash was relatively loose
by this time, and scarfed the edge at the point where MATTHIESEN would have to come
alongside, so that there would be no brash between them and the fast ice. Then we
maneuvered out of the way and MATTHIESEN pulled up alongside the fast ice, where
personnel from McMurdo were waiting to handle lines and make them off to the ice anchors
they had previously installed. The evolution took just 3 hours. A light southerly wind soon
came up, and we took advantage of it by loosening up the brash north of the MATTHIESEN,
making racetrack turns to the fast ice on both sides, and working our way north to open
water. As the winds started shifting to a northerly direction, we hove to for the night so as
not to do anything that would make it easier for the brash to flow back south down the
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channel. Also, the air temp had been steadily decreasing, so we knew that new ice would
form quickly in the channel, also helping to prevent the brash from moving back south.
On 21 Feb, we went alongside the MATTHIESEN to take on fuel. We didn’t want to take a
strain on them and risk pulling their lines out of the ice anchors, so we put our bow into the
fast ice that they were also nosed up into in the 90-degree notch where they were moored.
We had to conduct an emergency breakaway within 4 hours after the wind picked up
substantially, with gusts over 40 kts. While the winds allowed us to take on less than ½ of
the fuel we wanted, they helped a lot as we shifted back to grooming the channel to the north
to get the brash to flow further out. By the morning of 22 Feb, the channel was ice-free from
the MATTHIESEN all the way up to the mouth of the channel at mile 15. This emphasized
how important it is to take advantage of strong southerly winds whenever you get them in
McMurdo.
We hove to for the next 4 days, about 1 mile north of the MATTHIESEN, awaiting the hose
hookup and commencement of the fueling operation from the MATTHIESEN. During this
time we conducted an Antarctic initiation ceremony (welcoming 72 krill to the Realm of the
Emperor Penguin), repaired a steering pump, conducted 3 mission planning phone
conferences with the Chief Scientists for our upcoming Arctic East-West Summer 2003
deployment, hosted Commander Support Forces Antarctica aboard for dinner, and arranged
to get each crewmember ashore to McMurdo for a 4-hour period to sightsee and buy
souvenirs (NSF arranged for snowcats to transport the crew between the MATTHIESEN and
shore, after HEALY agreed to conduct an ice survey and put safety flags along an ice route
between HEALY and the MATTHIESEN).
After discussions with CO of POLAR SEA and CSFA, we departed McMurdo Sound on the
evening of 26 Feb. An ALSTOM cycloconverter tech rep had arrived that day, and we
needed to conduct cycloconverter troubleshooting in the Ross Sea where we would be within
range of the InMarSat satellite so that our engineering CTES system could send
cycloconverter data back and forth to ALSTOM for analysis in Rugby England. We had a
very good 26 Feb RadarSat image to help guide us out to the Ross Sea. HEALY Ops stayed
up that entire first night to log actual ice conditions out to the Ross Sea for the POLAR SEA.
We found open water or thin new ice and ice cakes over the vast majority of the area
transited that first night, and were able to make good 11 kts through it with less than full
power from 1 engine. The conditions improved dramatically once we got into the Ross Sea,
and all along the west side of C-19. The recent strong southerly winds had apparently
alleviated the challenging ice conditions that were present in the western Ross Sea just a
week earlier. We passed our reports of actual ice conditions to the POLAR SEA each day.
We had identified and corrected our cycloconverter problem by 28 Feb, and over the next
couple days conducted successful testing on the system, including a 2-hour bollard condition
test where we pushed against a low tabular iceberg for 2 hours. Based on discussions with
POLAR SEA CO and CSFA, where all seemed in agreement that POLAR SEA and
MATTHIESEN would now have little problem getting to open water after the fueling
operation, we continued heading north out of the Ross Sea.
Antarctica to Hobart, TS
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We exited the ice edge at around 70-30S 174-00E on 1 March, and conducted testing our
trawl core winch, oceanographic winches, and CTD over the next couple days. The
MATTHIESEN fuel offload was completed 1 March, POLAR SEA commenced the
outbound escort on 3 March, and CSFA told us to shift TACON back to Coast Guard Pacific
Area after we crossed to the north of 60S on 4 March (after POLAR SEA and
MATTHIESEN were safely into the Ross Sea). We then continued on to our port call in
Hobart, and were able to move up our arrival date due to the good time we made while
transiting between two low-pressure systems in the Southern Ocean.
Hobart, TS to Seattle, WA
The transit from Hobart to Seattle was uneventful, other than the commencement of the war
in Iraq just a few days after departing Hobart, and 25-30 foot seas encountered the last couple
days before arriving in Seattle. Air Station Barbers Point helicopters provided passenger and
parts transfers, as well as some much-needed DLQs for flight deck qualifications, off of
Hawaii. The Air Station Port Angeles 41-ft ATB provided media and tech rep transport out
to the ship a few hours prior to our return to Seattle.
NAVIGATION
Seattle, Washington – January 2003
Embarked Puget Sound Pilot Captain Greg Larsen on 09 January for a late morning departure
from Pier 37, ISC Seattle, WA, approximately one hour after high tide. Winds were
northwesterly at 10-15 knots. The Crowley tug Chief was made fast to starboard bow and
additional tug stood by off stern, although neither were used for unmooring. Transited Puget
Sound and Strait of Juan de Fuca to Port Angeles where the AMOT valve tech rep was
transferred ashore via HEALY small boat. Completed transit of Strait of Juan de Fuca and
stood into the Pacific Ocean late evening en route Sydney, Australia, for Operation Deep
Freeze 2003.
Sydney, Australia – January 2003
Embarked pilot Kel Dillon, LCDR, Royal Australian Navy, at charted pilot station
approximately three nautical miles east of harbor entrance early morning 29 January.
Commenced transit between North and South Heads harbor entrance on an ebb current
approximately 2 hours after high tide. All paper and electronic charts utilized were
compliant with WGS-84 datum with the exception of electronic chart AUS 200, Port
Jackson, which utilizes the Australian Geodetic Datum of 1966. Considerable commercial
and recreational vessel traffic was encountered throughout the transit to Chowder Bay. Pilot
recommended staying mid-channel while transiting Western Channel, showing concern for
shoaling on the western edge of channel. The tugs WONGA and WILGA were made fast
portside fore and aft prior to approaching the pier. Winds were northeasterly and off the
dock at 15 kts. The Conning Officer moored HEALY starboard side to with little difficulty
using helm, lee helm and bowthruster commands.
The pier itself is approximately 370 feet long in three sections: a large center pier with
concrete gangways leading to smaller east and west pier sections. (See photo in Chapter VIII)
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The center section is fitted with five separate mooring bollards, and the east and west
sections with three separate bollards each. There are additional mooring buoys available
inset north of the pier face approximately 200 feet from the east and west sections. HEALY
utilized the western mooring buoy, running a bow line to it via the pilot boat. Once moored,
minor adjustments were made to accommodate fueling station and brow to pier.
Upon completion of fueling, embarked pilot Kel Dillon and tugs WATAGAN and WILGA
were made fast portside fore and aft. The Conning Officer unmoored HEALY early evening
at high tide using helm, lee helm and bowthruster commands. Winds had freshened to 20
knots northeasterly. Vessel traffic was once again heavy with a regatta taking place south of
the pier. Both tugs cast off prior to entering Western Channel and the pilot disembarked at
the north end of the channel. HEALY completed the 2.5 nautical mile transit of the harbor
and commenced a great circle transit en route McMurdo Station, Antarctica.
Hobart, Tasmania – March 2003
Conducted early morning transit of Storm Bay and entered mouth of Derwent River
approximately one-half hour after sunrise on 13 March. Very little vessel traffic was
encountered during the transit. All paper and electronic charts utilized were WGS-84 datum
compliant. Embarked pilot Martin North at the Hobart Pilot Station 1.2 nautical miles west
of Tranmere Point and completed three nautical mile transit to Macquarie Wharf. Tugs
STORM COVE and STORM SIRIUS were made fast to port bow and port quarter
respectively prior to approaching the pier. Winds were northerly at 10 knots with incoming
tide midway from low to high, although a river outflow ebb of less than one-half knot was
evidenced at the pier. The Conning Officer moored HEALY starboard side to Berth 3
Macquarie Wharf using helm, lee helm and bowthruster commands.
HEALY made preparations for an early evening departure from Hobart at 1800 local on 13
March, embarking pilot Martin North at the pier. Winds were westerly at 20-25 knots and
the tide incoming. Tugs STORM COVE and SIRIUS COVE were on scene but not utilized
during the evolution. The Conning Officer unmoored HEALY using helm, lee helm and
bowthruster commands. A regatta of more than 20 sailing vessels was being conducted in
the Derwent River just south of Macquarie Wharf, otherwise the transit was uneventful.
HEALY departed the mouth of the Derwent River at sunset, completed the transit of Storm
Bay and stood into the Tasman Sea en route Seattle, WA.
Seattle, Washington – April 2003
Arrived Elliott Bay early afternoon 03 April approximately one hour after low tide with
winds southwesterly at 15-20 knots. Embarked Pilot Lyle R. Petke northeast of Duwamish
Head. Tugs SCOUT and CHIEF were made fast fore and aft respectively on the starboard
side. A slight set to the north was experienced just prior to coming alongside the pier. The
Conning Officer moored portside to Pier 37, Berth Charlie at 1324 local, using DP in
Joystick Auto Heading Mode for the final approach and mooring.
Note: See Appendix A for Navigation “1200 Positions” and Appendix B for “Chronology
of Major Events”.
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DECK OPERATIONS
Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle to Sydney, AS
After being notified to make preparations for deployment, Deck Division worked with the paint
contractor and Contracting Officer to reprioritize the worklist and concentrated on items that
could be completed in the 3 week time frame. In addition, Deck worked with other departments
to on load supplies and ship’s stores during the Holidays. Deck also provided crane operators
and riggers to remove tools and related equipment for several civilian contractors and NESU
prior to the ship’s departure. In the final three days before departure, Deck loaded the new
LCVP along with its cradle and secured items around the ship for sea.
During the first 6 days of the transit from Seattle to Sydney, the ship experienced some of the
roughest weather yet experienced by HEALY, and took some rolls in excess of 40%. As a result,
many spaces had to be re-secured for sea. In the paint locker, several 5 gal paint cans and a tub
of grease broke loose and spilled all over the deck. Deck force spent an entire evening cleaning
up and re-securing the locker. In addition, the stern was awash with several waves breaking over
the deck. This caused the loss of a lifering and approximately 30 PCV core liners used for
coring. Also, two 35 gal barrels of gasoline broke loose and had to be secured. Once the
weather calmed, deck conducted boat training to re-certify a RHIB coxswain and complete
practical exercises for boat crews. Deck assisted the DC’s in Prepping, Priming and Painting
(PPP) brackets to mount emergency eyewash stations. Conducted all hands crane training and
commenced practical crane training for PQS sign-off.
Sydney, AS to Antarctica
While refueling in Sydney, Deck force broke out the centerline (Panama) chock and installed it.
On the transit to Antarctica, Deck issued Arctic gear to all hands and reviewed the ship’s
drawings for towing and the towing bill with modified drawing for laying out towing rig. In
addition, Deck Division spliced and made-up several messengers for the towing rig. Broke out
and inspected all towing equipment and towing hawser. During inspection, found chafe in first
300 feet of towing hawser.
Deep Freeze’ 03 Ice Operations
Deck mostly provided JOOD watchstanders, kept the decks clear of ice and snow and
provided/deployed dye markers for marking the worst areas of the ice channel. Prior to the
escort of the M/V American Tern, deck broke out and set up towing rig. Towing was set up per
revised drawing in ship’s Towing Bill. Due to chaffing of the first 300ft, the towing hawser was
end-for-ended and chaffed section spooled on inside of reel. The back end of hawser was found
in good shape. During the escort, Deck stood-by ready to pass towing hawser if needed. In
addition, the First Lieutenant assisted by passing distances from the M/V American Tern’s bow
to HEALY’s stern. After the POLAR SEA’s towing hawser parted loosing 600ft of it over the
side, HEALY located it laying across and blocking the channel. Deck Division used a grapnel
hook to snag a bite of it and hauled it aboard using the capstan on the port windlass.
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During ice liberty, Deck rigged the brow and off-loaded personal snowmobiles on three
occasions. Deck also tuned up the ice auger and tested it with satisfactory results. Prior to the
crew being transported into McMurdo Station from the ice, Deck Division took the auger out
and surveyed a route to the pick-up point by drilling at various locations to check the thickness
of the ice. This route was then marked with flags.
Deck also handled lines and assisted the engineers in receiving the fuel hose during refueling
from the Tanker MATTHIESEN. Due to excessive movement caused by increasing wind
speed, deck manned and adjusted lines during the entire fueling evolution including an
emergency break-away. While hove to in the ice for maintenance, Deck rigged a second
pelican hook (stopper) on the starboard anchor. This was required because the main stopper
could not be adjusted to hold the anchor snug in the hawse pipe, thus the anchor would bang
against the hull in rough seas. With the second stopper installed, we were able to seat the
anchor snug in the pocket and significantly reduce the movement of the anchor during rough
seas. Deck also provided LSO and tie-down crews for fight operations.
Antarctica to Hobart, TS
On the transit to Hobart, Deck Division removed excess items and cleaned the hangar in preps
for the American/Australian Association reception. Completed a fresh water wash down prior to
entering port.
Hobart, AS to Seattle
During the transit from Hobart to Hawaii, Deck Division did touch-up painting around the ship
taking advantage of the warm weather and calm seas and collected arctic gear from the crew.
Conducted additional crane training. Provided HCO, LSO and tie-down crews for Flight
Operations off of Hawaiian Islands. During transit from Hawaii to Seattle, reviewed CART and
Flight Deck Certification checklists and drafted an inport worklist. Confirmed range dates and
drafted schedule for crew to attend small arms training.
Recommendations
Recommend purchasing a lightweight 40 ft. aluminum brow. The current Accommodation
Ladder/Brow system is a good one, but can take up to an hour to set up, requires personnel to
work over the side to remove bracing and is showing signs of wear and tear from its constant use
as the ships only brow. There is currently no adequate back-up brow on board. The short brow
that came with the original out-fit, is not long enough to reach most piers or the ice. A 40ft
brow could be set up in less than 15 minutes and would not require personnel to work over the
side until it is “set in place.” The cost of a 40 ft. lightweight aluminum brow is approximately
$17,000.
Towing: After laying out the towing rig and carefully studying the original and modified
drawings, recommend that HEALY only tow in emergency situations and for short distances. If
using the original drawings which require rigging a 1,000 lb block between the A-Frame, there
is no provision for controlling the movement of the block that is attached by a single shackle to
the deck. This would pose an unsafe condition for personnel and has the potential to damage the
block, towing hawser and fantail deck. Since the towing hawser is led between the A-Frame and
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there is no Taft-rail for it to ride along, there is a very real potential for the hawser to be chaffed
through by the deck or “pinched and cut” by the sharp edges of the A-Frame. The safest way to
tow is using the modified drawings that call for the centerline chock to be mounted and the
towing hawser feed through it. This will control the movement of the hawser, reduce chaffing
and eliminate the potential of it being cut by the A-Frame. However, in a lengthy tow, the
potential for the line to chaff through would increase with the tonnage of the vessel being towed.
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CHAPTER II – AIR OPERATIONS
Overall Summary
HEALY did not deploy with an embarked AVDET during Deep Freeze ’03. AVDET 157
(deployed on CGC POLAR SEA) provided aviation support while in McMurdo Sound. Support
during the transit through the Hawaiian Islands was provided by AIRSTA Barber’s Point using
CG6570.
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CHAPTER III – COMMUNICATIONS
Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle to Sydney, AS
Pre-deployment preparations concentrated on working with the Electronics Division
to get last minute repairs completed. Contacted Polar Sea in Antarctica via e-mail for
overview of Deep Freeze Communications status. Great Comms in transit to Sydney.
Inmarsat: New Inmarsat antenna installed on stack to replace malfunctioning one.
Great last minute work by ET's and ESU Seattle. Router upgrade was performed by
Tiscom to allow communications on new 142W lease satellite. No problems with new
leased satellite. No interruptions of 24-hour e-mail or Internet for initial leg of trip.
HFDX: HFDX upgrade was installed. Upgrade addresses problem with system
periodically locking up and requiring re-initialization of software. Initial test show
system greatly improved. No lock ups first two weeks of deployment. System was
working good and classified message traffic flowing. Contacted Pacarea PT and
Camspac about obtaining new Secure Messaging System (SMS) laptop. System
connects via landline and hoped to test it via Inmarsat to eliminate dependence on
long-range HF. Promised system prior to departure and also to be delivered in
Sydney. Told last minute system would not be delivered for unexplained reasons.
Computer Systems: Server replacement postponed due to deployment. Server is
currently out of warranty but functioning satisfactorily. Cutter Server spare parts Kit
(CSK) was obtained from ESU Seattle for server disaster repair. Upgrade to new
Image 5.0 (XP) was also postponed until return to homeport.
Sydney, AS to Antarctica
Communications: Received 400 lbs of Mail at fuel pier in Sydney and sent outgoing
mail. Good connection with leased satellite during transit through Southern Ocean.
Continued good communications with Camspac via HFDX. Tested SDN Inmarsat
Internet connection satisfactorily.
Deep Freeze ’03 Ice Operations
Lost access to 142W leased Inmarsat satellite on 06 February at approximate position
77S 166E. Retained good signal level on POR (Pacific Ocean Region) 178E satellite.
Unfortunately that satellite is not on CG lease and all connectivity on that satellite
will be charged at $9 a minute. Connected to commercial Inmarsat satellite as needed
to download e-mail and message traffic. Problems with Microsoft Exchange server
required us to stay connected for more minutes than we should have actually needed.
Exchange would frequently lock up or require several connections before sending and
receiving e-mail. Recurrent e-mail data transmissions for troubleshooting of ship's
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cycloconverter problem also added to Inmarsat toll charges.
HFDX continued to perform admirably. No loss of connectivity at furthest point of
McMurdo Sound. Although only a several hour window of good frequency
propagation sometimes existed, all of the classified message traffic for each was
easily passed during that window.
On the second day after arrival in McMurdo Sound two technicians from the NSF
IRM department were ferried out by helicopter with wireless Internet and wireless
satellite phone assemblies. Both systems performed exceptionally. The wireless
Internet feed was connected to ship's wireless morale network for morale use and all
who needed operational Internet access was provided a laptop with a wireless
network card. Internet speed via McMurdo LAN exceeded that of Inmarsat. The
satellite phone (Optiphone) also provided impressive capabilities. Two separate
phone lines were provided. Quality exceeded that of either Inmarsat or Iridium.
Conference call planning meetings for AEWS03 were conducted via Optiphone with
superb results. Second phone was designated for crew morale use. Phone network
terminated in Washington State, which allowed crewmembers to call home
inexpensively using a calling card.
Antarctica to Hobart, TS
Regained access to 142W Leased satellite on 27 February at position 77-00S 16551E. Total tally for commercial minutes were approximately 2285 total minutes or an
average of 108 minutes a day.
Hobart, TS to Seattle
Good normal steaming communications. HFDX continued to perform admirably with
little operator intervention. Ran daily tests on Science Data Network Inmarsat
connectivity. Worked with ESU Seattle on problem of router dropping calls and not
redialing. Further work needs to be done on this circuit.
Had ESR groom on all communications electronics by technician from Allied
Technical Group that was arranged for by ESU Seattle. Equipment is in good shape
and ready for next deployment.
Recommendations
Return of lease Inmarsat channel on 178E POR satellite. 142W satellite footprint does
not cover McMurdo Sound Deep Freeze OPAREA. In previous years there was a
leased channel available on 178E, which covers entire OPAREA with strong signal,
but channel no longer available.
Allow connection of McMurdo wireless Internet LAN to SWIII network. Establish
VPN into CG Intranet cloud to allow ships on Deep Freeze mission to retain E-Coast
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Guard connectivity.
Message Traffic Statistics
Inmarsat
HF Messenger
Total

Sent
712
10
7220
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Received
10100
2800
12900

CHAPTER IV- SCIENCE
Overall Summary
There were no scientists on board HEALY during Deep Freeze ’03. MSTs spent
their time training, troubleshooting, fixing, simulating, and working. MSTs were
required to stand a one 4-hour JOOD watch every day to gain an appreciation for
and understanding of bridge protocol and complexity of ship handling. Open
water transits did afford the MSTs an opportunity to train JOODs on weather
observations and fine-tune their weather log keeping.
A typical day in the life of an MST during Deep Freeze ‘03 was composed of
JOOD Break-ins, three hour weather observations, twice daily weather briefs to
Captain and XO/OPS, maintaining settings and parameters on running science
gear, troubleshooting equipment that stopped running, dropping XBT's at 6 hour
intervals and archiving that data, completing thorough rounds of the science
spaces and regular log-keeping. A lot of time was spent compiling a complete
inventory of all science equipment and inserting it into a spreadsheet. A lot of
time was also spent on submitting input for the various science systems and labs
for inclusion into the web page.
Three pre-cruise science teleconferences were held in which MSTs actively
prepared for and participated in. As a whole HEALY set aside an aggressive all
hands training schedule that MSTs actively participated in, to include DC Round
Robin and crane training. Because there were no science evolutions, the cruise
report submission for Deep Freeze ’03 will encapsulate the training that
undoubtedly was our focus and goal. Since training is a continuum more than it is
a detail that has a beginning and an end, this cruise report will not be divided into
legs but rather begin and end in Seattle. Deep Freeze ’03 was an opportunity for
the MSTs to train on the equipment and systems they will be utilizing in the
Summer 2003 mission. Even though there was no science proper on board,
MSTs worked diligently to overcome an enormous learning curve and come up to
speed under the praiseworthy tutelage of our retiring MSTCS and MST1 who
was slated to PCS out before the next mission.
Weather training: The purpose was to provide experience using the tools of the
Weather Forecaster like the hand-held anemometers, sling psychrometer, wind
wheel, barometer, barograph, and zubrycki bucket. All of these tools are needed
in order for the MST to properly document weather changes. It was also a way to
pass down the knowledge from those who have had underway weather
experience. Observations were conducted every three hours on the transit down
to McMurdo. These weather observations were above and beyond the normal six
hour observation requirement and proved especially important since HEALY ran
the leading edge of a strong frontal boundary the entire way from Seattle to
Hawaii. MSTs later switched to six hour synoptic observations once in the ice
near McMurdo and during the transit up. Training was also conducted on "back
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to basics" weather observations and administered to JOODs on the bridge. Basic
Surface Chart analysis and Terascan Imagery Interpretation was conducted for the
QMs. From Hobart to McMurdo, refresher observation training was provided to
TAD Navy AG1, and he provided Ice Observer Training, as well as ground
truthing ice imagery and providing analysis training. This was very valuable to
the National Ice Center in helping them improve the imagery analysis that they
provide to ships in ice-covered waters, and for the new MSTs who have little
experience in ice observing. This training/experience will allow them to provide
better imagery analysis to the command, using onboard systems. The CDs that
AG1 left behind will be a great asset towards training future MSTs. One concern
is that majority of the MSTs sailing on the next mission will not have had any
formal Terascan training, and therefore will not be able to fully utilize the
potential of the system in support of HEALY. The system groom must be
conducted to ensure that the system is operating at its best, since no one is likely
to be able to fix it if it goes down.
Computer Systems Training: Provided training to MST2 who will be assuming
role as SDN administrator on the Science Data network, which included:
Installing new CPU's for the Sensor workstations (TSG, XBT, CTD, TSF-AFT,
Knudsen, Bathy2000W) and configuring their network capabilities.
Installing new software on the Email Workstation (6total).
Assisting in installing 2 new tape drives in the servers and performing a memory
upgrade.
Troubleshooting the Secondary server after a hardware failure occurred.
Completing system documentation and drawings for each of the Sensor
systems and Seabeam.
SCS training was held daily which included making displays, data acquisition and
how to start SCS messages. Verification that all sensors were collecting valid
data was completed as well as upgrades on 6 Email workstations. MST2 was
taught how the Science Network is connected to the network, and solely took on
the responsibility of verifying that the system was working by working with the
TCs.
.322 Termination training: Instruction on how to complete a .322 poured
termination from start to finish was administered. A deck test of the new
termination to verify its integrity was successful.
Winch Training: The winches were exercised on a weekly basis. Thorough
mechanical inspections were conducted to look for loose parts. New chain guards,
end of wire sensors, chain, chain repair tool and spreader bar were ordered to
bring the winches back up to full speed. A groom will be conducted during next
inport to recalibrate the 4 instrumented sheaves and clear up some other long
standing issues with the winches. All winches were tested by launching
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equipment over the side, with the exception of the .680 EM cable. All winches
worked without problems, except for an unidentified problem with the Emergency
Stop Inhibit panel located in Aft conning. Ship’s EMs and an Alstom rep will
investigate this. We were able to overcome the E-stop indication on the winch
drives by resetting the Inhibit panel until the weather deck E-stop light went out.
Then the winches could be powered up. During one of the test casts, a loose wrap
of 3/16" wire got wrapped around the wrap detector sensor and ripped it from its
base. The 3/16" wire needs to be streamed and rewrapped, or dropped deep and
respooled, ensuring proper level wind adjustment. Approximately 300m of wire
had to be removed due to damaged strands. Due to the theft of the new WDAS
(Wire Data Acquisition System)laptap computer during the previous inport
period, we were unable to test and evaluate the latest changes made to the
software. There will be a steep learning curve when the new system is installed
this inport and very little time to learn it before its actual implementation. We did
evaluate the original WDAS on the Remote VDT console, and it appeared to work
satisfactorily.
Seabeam Training: During the transit from Hawaii to Seattle during AWS-02,
the ship lost power and the MSTs onboard were unable to get SeaBeam to boot
up. The decision was made onboard to wait until arrival in Seattle and all
operators were present to begin troubleshooting. The system was booted, but
several VRU errors were noted, and occasional reboots were unsuccessful.
Extensive troubleshooting by ship's force was able to rectify a problem that was
encountered where Seabeam appeared to be pinging, but in fact was not. This was
due to the internal software shutting down the power amplifiers. Consultation
with Seabeam identified this as the probable error and it was corrected. However,
problems still persisted with the VRU. Representatives from SEATEX, located
locally in the Seattle area, came out to assist with troubleshooting on the day prior
to sailing. Software for the VRU was reloaded, upgraded, and the spare VRU
swapped in and out with no success. The ship sailed in this condition. Seabeam
was operated for the entire transit to the ice, with degrading success as we passed
Australia. By the time we were in the ice, it was practically unusable. Despite
these problems, a marginally acceptable map of the approach into McMurdo was
made and will be submitted.
After picking up a Seabeam rep and assistance from Dale Chayes of Lamont
Doherty Earth Observatory, it was discovered that the VRU internal compass had
been activated and was trying to use this highly unreliable source of heading info
for its operation. Due to the proximity of the magnetic pole, and the ice breaking
operations, it was incapable of supplying sufficiently reliable heading info to the
Seabeam system, and thus the Fatal VRU errors that prevented the system from
pinging. Other items accomplished or corrected were a thorough functionality test
of onboard spares, various sensor data input to the Seabeam were verified and
defined, the EPC9802 line scan recorder was run and tested, a new interface with
the TSG mounted in the Bio/Chem lab was created to allow sea surface
temperature to be fed directly into Seabeam, thus replacing the ODEC SV-5000
sound velocimeter. The entire system was fully groomed. A umber of
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hydrophones were identified as probably needing replacement during the next dry
dock.
The training conducted by the Seabeam rep was extremely beneficial to
understanding the Seabeam system and how it works. Onboard training is
preferable over the classroom setting that was attended a few years ago. Also,
training on how to identify that valid data is being collected is a must since
HEALY will be tasked with collecting in-transit data and may not always have
somebody else onboard to conduct that collection.
Some concerns include insuring that the recommendations made by Dale Chayes,
the contractor hired to make those recommendations, get carried out to the
greatest extent possible. This trip captured very clearly most of the concerns with
data quality of the Seabeam, and we should be able to make good progress in
clearing up a lot of those concerns.
TSG Training: TSG training consisted of MSTCS explaining how the system
was plumbed, and how to correctly set up the software to collect data in a useful
format. The start-up procedures were documented including drawings on how the
system is set up, system settings and identification. . The thermosalinograph was
turned on and functional shortly after departing port. The new de-bubblers were
tested for applicability in this system as well as the Turner AU-10-005
fluorometer. The results of these tests are inconclusive, and the debubbler system
needs to be refined further before drawing any meaningful conclusions. The TSG
has been modified to provide data directly to the Seabeam system for use in
calculating surface sound velocity. Training was also conducted on the different
components of the system and how it interfaces with the uncontaminated seawater
system.
Uncontaminated Seawater System: Except for a burst pipe at the starboard van
position on the foc'sle due to freezing, the system performed without problems.
Training was conducted on the entire system layout, its capabilities, and some of
its shortcomings. The system should be drained after each mission as the water
will stagnate and encourage marine growth in the pipes as it sits. Hopefully a
more robust system will be installed during the next dry dock so that the system
does not clog up as readily in the ice. To date, all known systems eventually clog
up with ice when encountering ice conditions, but great strides have been made in
extending the time between failures, and the ease with which those failures can be
corrected. We continue to emphasize to anyone on this next mission that will need
flowing, ambient sea surface temperature seawater, that our system does not
operate reliably in ice conditions, and that they will be referred to using the
“temporary” Aft Fuel Hose room system for now. The alarm set points for the
system pump, located in the bow thruster room, needs to be revisited if that pump
is to remain after the next dry dock. Current settings don't match documentation,
and no matter which one is correct, Alstom should probably permanently set the
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settings in the software so that they don't get changed accidentally if the software
has to be reloaded.
CTD Training: MSTs completed a successful CTD cast to 1000M in open water
conditions. This cast was the culmination of numerous training sessions and was
itself a training session. It also was a functional check of our CTD system, since
there will be no opportunity for a pre-cruise shakedown. Training for this
evolution started with a practice .322 wire poured metal termination
demonstration. The following day, .322 wire was payed out, and an actual
termination was completed by the MSTs. Appropriate tests were run to check for
continuity on the termination. A lesson on CTD sensors, arrangement, and
functionality on the Carousel was conducted, as was a thorough check of the 24L
and 12L sample bottles. When the Carousel was ready, the .322 wire was reeved
and a functional deck check was conducted to insure all sensors were reading. The
test was good, and the CTD was prepared for launch. Training was then
conducted on tagline procedures. Finally the CTD was launched and then training
was conducted on the SeaBird SeaSAve software used to collect, display, and
store the CTD data. Upon recovery, training was conducted on how to clean and
prep the CTD for storage.
The sensors need special attention. They should be washed and flushed with the
appropriate Triton-X solution when not in freezing conditions. The CTD should
be stored with the cover on to prevent contamination of the pylon or bottles or
sensors from foreign objects (especially grease). The sensors should be stored dry
during freezing conditions; otherwise the conductivity cells and DO2 membranes
will freeze and burst. Special care should be taken to insure the termination is
done correctly the first time, or a lot of time will be wasted troubleshooting and
re-terminating. We had two groups for training. Group1 worked in aft conn
learning how to deploy the CTD using a combination of A-frame and winch
controls, while group 2 learned the use of tag lines and how to run a deck when
deploying gear over the side. After deploying the CTD everyone met in Aft conn
and received instructions on how to set up and use the software needed for the
CTD casts, and how to save and transfer to the Science Network Servers
Knudsen/Bathy - Both sub bottom profilers were operated during this mission,
with mixed results. The systems themselves seemed to operate fine, when we tried
to remote them up to the computer lab we encountered problems with the lengths
of the runs. Ship's MSTs and ESU are both exploring possible solutions. Knudsen
operated reliably for most of the transit out of the ice, remoted up to the computer
lab. Some but not a lot of training: was conducted on both systems, covering
theory, practical applications, system settings, and how to get the best results from
those settings.
Climate Control Chamber Training: The climate control chambers were only
run for the last portion of the cruise due to heavy workload on the Engineering
Department. When the chambers were turned on, they only functioned for a very
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short period of time before losing their ability to cool. Excellent troubleshooting
by the MKs had the systems up and running reliably in time to allow at-sea
testing. A loss of refrigerant, and stuck flow regulator valves were the
contributing factors to the failures. Previously, Alstom had wired one of the relays
to send alarms to the MPCMS console, but had left the programming of those
alarms to the ship's force. Careful study of the documentation allowed the MSTs
to program the alarms so that if the chambers are not maintaining their temps
within set parameters, an alarm will be sent to ECC, thus allowing early
notification of the MST watch stander to a potential problem. Testing on these
alarms and their set points continues.
Training was conducted on start up procedures for the chambers and their
associated systems with the exception of the MRC-7000 controller that will be
covered in separate training. This training was captured by Ron Bay (NESU
Seattle, HEALY Computer Based Training specialist) for inclusion into a training
aide.
The chambers are operated by the MSTs, and maintained by the MKs. We can
start and stop the system ourselves. This is not true of the walk-in reefer and
freezer. The MKs those systems. Currently one compressor is out of commission
and one drain line needs repair. Both items will be completed this inport. As for
the climate control chambers, although they are not complex systems, there is
little documentation or support for those chambers and their related components.
We need to maintain the chart records from the chambers to watch for overall
trends, and the watch standers need to keep a close eye on the system for freezeups of the coils, and have the MKs assist in adjusting the defrost cycles if
necessary.
Additional concerns that arose from Deep Freeze and in no particular order are:
In the future the incoming System Manager whether a first or second class petty
officer should receive his or her computer training prior to arrival on board the
HEALY, i.e. pipelined. This will enable the new personnel to be fully prepared to
accept the new job with minimal overlap. As it is now we are receiving new
personnel with little computer systems expertise who have to be brought up to
speed from scratch, with no prep time during the short inports. As we learned this
trip, the needs of the science party with respect to the Science Network and
information available to them needs to be thoroughly discussed and made known
to the HEALY System Manager.
NESU’s Ron Bay met the ship in Hobart to continue work on a computer based
training package for MSTs. It is and will be an ongoing evolution to detail all of
our work and attending systems and to produce a comprehensive training aide for
present and future MSTs. At the moment, we have roughed out a rough
comprehensive coring video, pieced together from 4 different videos that we have
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onboard. A few additional items will be filmed to make it more complete. The
final product should be a film of a complete operation, from start to finish.
The remainder of the systems worked on were in conjunction with the idea of
eventually producing JQRs vice a "Science Workbook". In reality, they are
almost the same, but this will be more practical. There will be an introduction to
the system, its components, and functionality, questions, and a hands on
demonstration of proficiency. So far, JQR’s have been rough drafted for the OW
winches, the T/C winches, and the uncontaminated seawater system. Recommend
that Mr. Bay ride with us on an early leg out of Seattle to continue this effort. A
recommendation was also made this trip for Mr. Bay to spend more time on the
HEALY while in homeport to continue capturing content that lends itself to some
kind of training aide.
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CHAPTER V – ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING SUMMARY
Pre-Deployment Preparations
Much was incorporated into an expected seven-month inport period: extensive
training, preventative maintenance, grooms, and repair were scheduled. Adapting
to a potential underway date in four weeks time was no simple task. The
exceptional support and dedication of the ship’s crew, ESU Seattle, NESU
Seattle, and MLCPAC(vr), not only made it possible, but ensured we were
adequately prepared and functionally sound.
Considerable last minute work was required to ensure the MSW pumps, boilers,
incinerator, and evaporators were fully functional. Several critical CASREP
Repairs were completed just a few short hours before departure.
An Alstom micro-groom was conducted to ensure the propulsion system controls
were in good working order. $600,000 of work was scheduled this inport, the
majority of which was deferred to our RTHP. Most of the Alstom IPP Training
however was rescheduled for the transit to Sydney and holding the remainder of
the training from Hobart to Seattle.
Efforts to resolve long-standing issues with the Integrated Bridge System failed.
The CASREP’d items are outlined below while a $M1.2 upgraded was still being
discussed by the OEM and COTR. All eight CASREPed Bridge UPS units were
installed the evening before departure
Many Dockside items were deferred. Only two of these work items will be
completed during the April – May 03 inport.
Outstanding CASREPs prior to departure
01038: Steam Heater Coils. This CASREP was scheduled for repair during the
Jan – Mar Dockside but was then split over two inport periods to ensure crew
comfort during the AEWS ’03 mission. Five easily accessible coils will be
replaced under a stand alone contract during the Apr – May 03 inport. The
remainder of the work will be completed will be completed after DD 03.
02114: Bridge UPS Bank. An attempt was made to correct this CASREP by The
system support contractor Northrup Grumman – Sperry Marine (NGSM) Systems.
The repairs showed promise prior to departure, but soon after getting U/W the
fault ground condition resurfaced. Technical support on the CASREP will
continue during the next inport.
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02026: Aft Science Conn VMS Computer. There was insufficient time to act on
NGSM proposal prior to departure and was deferred to the next inport.
02029: No 1 RHIB. Repair contract was put in place with SafeBoat for a
replacement solid foam collar, Repairs were deferred to the following inport.
02034 and 02055: CTES INMARSAT Antenna. In the course of repairing the
cableway to this antenna under CASREP 02034 the antenna was found to be
severely damaged by water intrusion. A replacement antenna was installed prior
to departure.
02035: No 3 MSW pump. The mechanical seal and the lower ball bearing failed.
Repairs were completed by a commercial contractor just prior to deployment.
02038: STBD Anchor Windlass. Contractor overhauled windlass during inport
period but failed to refill gearbox with oil prior to operational test after
installation. Suspect operational test caused damage to the gearbox assembly.
There was not enough time in the remainder of the inport to open, inspect, and
repair the gearbox. HEALY departed Seattle knowing that the STBD windlass
was for emergency use only.
02039: Boiler Feedwater Cooler. Part received as replacement was a
reconditioned cooler that was out of round, and unacceptable for installation.
Existing cooler was contracted out for repair at Alaskan Brass and Copper.
Cooler was repaired and reinstalled.
02044: Incinerator. Refractory crack repairs were completed by OEM tech rep
prior to departure. Incinerator was satisfactorily tested soon after getting U/W.
02045: No 1 MDE. Cause of random oil leaks form rear main seal undetermined.
Contracted maintenance deferred to Hobart to Seattle transit and first half of Apr
– May inport.
02046 and 02053: Sound Velocimeter and Vertical Reference Unit. Repairs to
this CASREP were deferred to the system groom that was conducted on transit
from Hobart to Seattle.
02051: No 2 SSMG Set. HV Power supply C phase terminal lug was repaired by
ship’s force prior to departure. System required HV power for proper op test.
02057: Diacerto Unit. Diacerto unit for the ECC3 MPCMS console was faulty
and caused a communications fault between ECC3 and the gateway SPARC
computer
02058: No 2 SS Air Compressor. Cooler was received and installed before
departure.
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Seattle, WA to Sydney, AS
Within the first week several CASREPs were cleared. A sufficient amount of
operational testing was conducted to ensure quality of repair efforts. The
following were CASCORed: 02034 and 02055 CTES INMARSAT System,
02035 No 3 MSW pump, 02039 Boiler Feedwater Cooler, 02044 Incinerator,
02057 Diacerto Unit, 02058 No 2 SS Air Compressor, 02051 No 2 SSMG Set.
CASREP 03001: No 2 SSMG Set Automatic Voltage Regulator. Number 2
SSMG set would trip off-line with no pre-trip warnings. Extensive troubleshooting lead to a faulty voltage regulator or power unit. Replacement voltage
regulator and power unit installed.
CASREP 03002: AFFF Limitorque Valve. A 440 V ground was detected on the
SNS SWBD. Selective tripping isolated the ground the AFFF Limitorque valve
for the sprinkler system in AMR 1 upper level. In disassembling the valve EM’s
found mud caked in the push button housing. The mud is accredited to having the
ship sit in the Mississippi River for many months after launch. The mud was
ingested into the seabay and believed to have found its way into several
components such as coolers.
DF 03 was HEALY’s inaugural crossing of the Equator. During the transit across
the Tropical Latitudes HEALY’s cooling systems were severely stressed. The
seabay temperature exceeded the design parameters of 85 deg F for over a week,
and remained over 90 deg F for several days. The MDE AMOT valves that were
tuned by an OEM Tech during the transit to Port Angeles worked flawlessly.
Each engine experienced an over heat condition but was either secured
automatically by MPCMS or the EOW requested that the OOD reduce HP to
lower engine jacket water (JW) and central fresh water (CFW) temps. It is
believed that the CFW plate coolers need to be cleaned and additional plates need
to be added to increase the cooling surface area. Cleaning of the CFW coolers is
scheduled for the Apr - May 03 inport.
The AC system was also pushed to its limits during the transit across the Equator.
The three AC chillers started to continuously trip off line due to high load. This
was not the case at initial start, but at random times of anywhere from 10 minutes
to several hours of operation.
CASREP 03003: AC Compressor Breakers. In troubleshooting the cause of the
AC chillers tripping off line at random times, the power panel breaker feeding
these units were found to be weakened.
CASREP 03004: Ship Service Transformers. Further troubleshooting efforts on
the AC chillers lead to the discovery that the SNS buss voltage was low.
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Unloaded the SNS buss should be at 462 volts. With no load the SNS bus was at
440 volts and dropped to 420-430 volts under load.
Sydney, AS to Antarctica
CASREP 03005: MPCMS alarms were not being transferred from the ECC1 and
ECC2 MPCMS computers to the CTES server. The source of problem appeared
to be the inability of a file transfer protocol session to be established by MPCMS
computers. While data for MPCMS was reaching all nodes, the pinging of
MPCMS nodes from CTES server resulted in sporadic, but often poor, results.
After last inport’s groom, the “you must click here to continue and to switch on
the printer”, button on the introduction splash screen no longer changed state
when clicked. It is possible that the various functions initiated by this step are not
being completed. A damaged pin 4 (ground) was found on the cable going from
the repeater or bridge to the MPCMS backbone. The cable was re-terminated
with no change in alarm logging functionality. The following steps were taken;
ship’s force verified that the tcp-udp stack was clear using netstat. Ended all
instances of ftp using kill 9 command (ECC1-2). Pinged HEALYO1 and
HEALYO2, “request timed out” 90-100% (CTES). Switched backbone from
repeater to mini-switch. Pinged all computers, “request timed out” 60-70%
(CTES). Tried to run ftp_job manually, ftp was unable to initiate a connection
and timed out (ECC-2). FTP files script is running and the ethernet bridge
connector was replaced. Ethernet bridge is connected and has not had any
communication errors. Alarms and events are not being recorded on CTES.
CASREP 03006: The hydraulic steering unit 1-B, starboard side, leaked
excessively at the top of the reservoir where the steering unit’s manifold is bolted
to the reservoir. The rubber gasket failed. Repairs to this system prior to Deep
Freeze ’03 revealed pipe misalignment from initial installation. Pipes attached to
the manifold are severely stressed, and thermal expansion exacerbated the
problem. HEALY hove to for a 24-hour period top allow for repairs. Ship’s
force replaced the gasket and o-rings on passageway housing to hydraulic tank on
the 1-b steering gear unit. Tests on 1-b steering gear unit resulted in no leaks.
Unit was CASREPed for 30 days
Deep Freeze ’03 Ice Operations
CASREP 03007: 2CC2 Port Cyclo 2CC2 tripped on over current and drive
would not reset. Ship’s force found 1 shorted thyristor (6a), and replaced with
onboard spare. Port cycloconverter drive continued to trip on over current.
Ship’s force continued to investigate trips and sent trip histories to Alstom for
analysis. Due to heavy ice conditions and the Antarctic winter starting to take
hold it was decided to have the Alstom Drives expert flown down to McMurdo to
assist with correcting the casualty. A day after arrival Mr Tony Chronnell of
Alstom discovered a solder joint on the resistor voltage divider feedback circuit
for 3a thyristor with no solder. Joint was soldered and cyclo was placed online
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for test. On 28 Feb 03 HEALY conducted a bollard condition test of 2CC2
Cycloconverter by pushing against low tabular iceberg for 1 hr at full power on 3
engines. Cycloconverter did not trip offline. Running cyclo for an hour at an
astern bell was also sat. 12 pulse operation of port shaft fully restored and the
Cyclo remained fully operational for the remainder of the mission.
CASREP 03008: Port Main Motor - HEALY was underway under full load when
the Port Main motor, powered by both port cycloconverters 2CC1 and 2CC2,
tripped offline due to a 2CTF1 ground fault. Ship’s force was unable to reset
either drive. In troubleshooting casualty SF discovered dc motor field cable going
to the slip rings had arced off and the inside of enclosure was found to be severely
charred. The arc was caused from a loose connection. Starboard side motor
connections inspected for similar conditions, all sat. Temp repairs completed to
port motor. Casualty was first thought to be related to 2CC2 CASREP 03007, but
after temp repairs completed, 2CC2 continued to trip offline.
Antarctica to Hobart, TS
CASREP 03009: DPS Console: The DPS program continued to lock up in any
mode from both master control and secondary operator stations. System clock
would stop counting and all user functions freeze with exception of the mouse.
SF tried rebooting the systems several times with no change in symptom. SPS
901 Sparc computer would lock up soon after boot up. Ship’s Force continued to
trouble shoot system with the assistance of Mr. Clive Reed who was onboard
conducting MPCMS and Cyclo Drive training. Ship’s force swapped the video
interface card from an onboard spare Sparc computer, a loose connection was also
found on network interface card which cleared the gem-80 faults, and a faulty
mouse button was discovered. Application no longer locked up when booted up.
DPS tested sat in JSMH and JSAH modes. Testing continued until RTHP
CASREP 03010: Ship’s Whistle: The ship’s whistle electronic control, timer and
electric push button actuation, was not operational. Bridge watch was forced to
manually activate system in restricted visibility. Replaced a faulty solenoid valve
and whistle worked properly to 2 days. Further troubleshooting revealed a faulty
control card in the control system. Replacement whistle assembly was also
delivered from shore-side warehouse and also installed. Old whistle will be
rebuilt and placed in onboard spares.
Hobart, TS to Seattle
CASREP 03011: Number 1 ASW Pump: Number 1 auxiliary seawater (ASW)
pump was making an unusual noise. Investigation revealed a failed seal.
Attempts to rebuild pump underway was unsuccessful. Will rebuild pump inport.
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CASREP 03012: Doppler Speed Log: Speed Log began giving erroneous
readings. Inspection found transducer retaining bolts had sheared off and the
transducer was six inches out of its seat. Unit is awaiting parts.
CASREP 03013: Number 2 MSW pump: The mechanical seal on this pump
failed. Await parts.
CASREP 03014: Number 7 CFW pump: Mechanical seals failed and await parts.
Vibration data from VSC indicates that the pump’s coupling shows bearing wear.
CASREP 03015: AN WSC-3 Radio: During the ESR groom this radio failed to
meet spec. Problem was due to a broken cable assembly. Parts were received in
Hawaii and installed. Tested sat and this casualty has been cascored.
CASREP 03016: Science Data Network: When upgrading the RAM and the
storage devices on the Science Data Network(SDN), it was found that the network
didn’t reboot. Server is still under warranty, repairs and testing pends.
CASREP 03017: Number 4 Main Diesel Engine: After a tune up, cylinder 2A’s
exhaust temp began running extremely high. Cylinder head was replaced with an
onboard spare. NESU riders effected the repairs.
CASREP 03018: Number 1 CFW pump: Vibration data from VSC indicates
potential bearing failure. New parts have been ordered.
CASREP 03019: Number 3 CFW pump: Vibration data from VSC indicates
potential bearing failure. New parts have been ordered.
CASREP 03020: Number 5 CFW pump: Vibration data from VSC indicates
potential bearing failure. New parts have been ordered.
CASREP 03021: Number 1 Boiler: For several weeks the Boiler feedwater
system required constant refilling. This was due to ruptures in the boiler tubes,
which allowed steam to escape with boiler exhaust. Technical assistance is
requested upon return to homeport. Insufficient onboard skill to complete tube
repairs.
CASREP 03022: Number 2 Main Diesel Engine: Pump barrels and pump heads
have cracks on 11 of the engine’s 12 fuel pumps. NESU riders assisted ships force
in rebuilding the pumps.
CASREP 03023: OWS: The Oily Water Separator was in a constant recirc mode.
The inlet chamber was found to be severely damaged, and new parts were ordered
through an initial casrep.
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MAIN PROPULSION SUMMARY
Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle to Sydney, AS
NESU assisted with the following items to get the ship ready for deployment:
a. Renew Roller Bearings and Mechanical Seals on #3 MSW Pump.
Contractor was Puglia Engineering MKCM Tabor of NESU-PE.
b. #2 MDE Hose Replacement. Contractor was Eagle Hydraulics. MKC
McClellion of NESU-PE.
c. #1&#2 S/S Boiler Maintenance and Tune-up. Contractor was Fraser
Boiler. MKC Diaz of NESU-PE.
d. CMA #1057, Boiler Feed-water Chemical Monitoring System.
Contractor was Aqua Net International Limited. MKC Diaz of NESUPE,
The Main Propulsion Division had an excellent start the first few days underway.
Minimal equipment problems were encountered despite the hurried preps and
several last minute contracts that were completed the day before sailing.
Temperature problems started appearing a week after departing Seattle. As noted
above, an AMOT valve tech rep groomed and tuned the temperature regulating
vales for all four engines during the transit out of the Straits of Juan De Fuca and
departed the ship via RHI at Port Angeles. As the ambient temperature of Main
Salt Water climbed into the high 70’s (deg F) the MDG J/W temps were more
difficult to control. With 3 engines O/L, both CFW pumps and coolers needed to
be O/L for the E/R with 2 engines O/L. That in turn necessitated all three MSW
pumps to be energized. We were able to make best possible speed on three
engines for approximately 2 days. As seawater temp continued to climb into the
mid to high 80’s we had could only make best possible on two engines. At this
point the MDE cooling system was fully O/L, this included all 3 MSW pumps, all
4 CFW coolers, and all 4 CFW circulating pumps. Soon even this proved to be
insufficient as to prevent engine overheats the bridge had to come out of power
limit. Running the plant just below the power limit make appears to have a
significant impact on engine temperatures. We experienced high vibration, and
low exhaust temperatures on two cylinders on #4 MDE, Main Prop installed 2
new injectors on the cylinders in question.
Sydney, AS to Antarctica
Main Propulsion machinery continued to run well this leg of the mission. We had
some minor problems with the Boll and Kirsch Oil strainers; however, with a
good cleaning and installation of the new strainers all went smoothly and the
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problems encountered were repaired. Operated #1 MDG without any major oil
spraying problems from the rear main seal. The ventilation set up for the engine
room has 3 supply fans on high, 2 exhaust fans on low, and 1 exhaust fan off.
This configuration created a positive pressure in #1 Engine Room.
We experienced problems with the orifice plates on the salt water supply to the
Transformer coolers. Upon investigation we found that the Main strainer in the
Motor room was damaged. We cleaned the orifice plates, replaced the strainer
basket, and the system has operated satisfactorily.
Deep Freeze ’03 Ice Operations
Main Propulsion machinery continued to operate without problems through this
leg of the mission. Main Propulsion Division continued to complete routine
maintenance and take care of minor problems that arose.
We experienced problems with the orifice plates on the salt water supply to the
Transformer coolers. Upon investigation we found that the Main strainer in the
Motor room was damaged. We cleaned the orifice plates, replaced the strainer
basket, and the system operated well.
Antarctica to Hobart, TS
Main Propulsion machinery continued to operate without problems through this
leg of the mission.
Hobart, TS to Seattle
Main Propulsion machinery continued to operate well. We began conducting indepth maintenance on the Main Diesel Engines with the assistance of NESU
Seattle, who arrived in Hobart to make the last leg of the voyage back to Seattle,
and a Tech. Rep. From Wartsila Australia to assist. We began crankcase
inspections and tune up procedures. Although we were plagued with parts issues,
the work continued on the engines.
NESU Seattle, and the Wartsila Tech Rep (Mr. Steve Jones) conducted extensive
inspections and maintenance on all four main diesel engines. There were
numerous problems noted in the field report from Mr. Jones. The main portion of
the maintenance was centered on tune-ups for all the engines. There were several
deficiencies noted which will require further work to be done inport. The main
objective of the maintenance was to bring all four mains up to specification –
operationally. This could not be accomplished due to time restraints. The
personnel from NESU and the Tech. Rep. continued to work extremely long hours
to accomplish the goal.
The following is an excerpt from the Field Report made by Mr. Jones:
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“All 4 engines show a large deviation in exhaust temperatures of up to 300
degrees F (refer to the spreadsheet report for detailed conditions of each
inspection). Upon inspection we have discovered several problems, which
are as follows:
1) Injector nozzles were all popping at incorrect pressures and bad
atomization. New style nozzles (160 x 13x .600) are now being fitted to
all engines. We have fitted new nozzles to #2 MDE. There are 12 in
stock (for #3 MDE) and require 24 more to be fitted on #1 and #4 MDE
with additional spares for stock.
2) Fuel Pumps are now all suspected of being cracked, this is possibly the
main reason along with nozzles why we have such an excessive exhaust
deviation. Barrels and Pump Heads were found cracked on 11 pumps on
#2 MDE. We suspect that the other engines are in the same condition.
Further inspection and repair is essential in order to rectify the excessive
temperatures.
3) We bore-scoped #2 and #3 MDE’s. We found that there are several
abnormalities which are small water leaks from injector pockets, water
cooled exhaust valve seats and what could be possible hot corrosion on
fire deck of heads. We recommend heads be further inspected and
replaced as necessary. We estimate that an additional 4 heads will require
replacement.
4) Valve lash on #2 and #4 MDE’s, were found to be out of specification.
We fabricated new feeler gages to assist in the proper adjustment of the
valves. New feeler gages of the correct dimensions will have to be
procured, as the one’s we have fabricated are only temporary.
5) Excessive oil leaks on all governor piping. Recommend all pipe work and
fitting replaced.
6) Governor Drive vertical bevel gear on #2 and #3 MDE’s were found to be
irregularly worn due to possible misalignment of gear train. Recommend
replacement and inspection.
7) We removed and replaced the head on #4 MDE (cylinder 2A) due to
coolant leaks from cylinder head.
8) Replaced all the Cam Door and Crankcase gaskets on #4 and #2 MDE. It
would be advantageous to replace the all other tube gaskets due to
excessive oil leaks (Rocker Gear, Rocker Covers, Crankcase Doors and
Camshaft Doors).
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9) All 4 MDE’s are showing signs of exhaust leaks, we would recommend all
exhaust covers are removed from all engines and a thorough inspect be
carried out.
10) #4 MDE shutdown servo booster has small oil leak from rear o-ring. We
would recommend repairing.
11) Clean all engines down thoroughly and then carry out detailed inspections
of all engines for any form of leakage. At present it is very difficult to
accurately report where small leaks are now coming from. ”
AUXILIARY SUMMARY
Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle to Sydney, AS
NESU assisted with the following items to get the ship ready for deployment:
a. NESU (PE - ETCM Passalaqua) worked with contractors to repair
STBD Anchor Windlass and to repair the failed wildcat. Damage to
gearbox was found (un-repaired due to deployment), along with water
leaks where it bolts to the deck.
b. The OWS was cleaned, gaskets renewed, and we calibrated the OCM
c. NESU (PS - MKC McClellion) worked with contractors to fix LMI
(load management system) problems on our cranes. Also worked with
contractors to renew hydraulic hoses and accomplished the project
despite the overnight rush job.
d. R & R contractor repaired cooler on #2 S/S Air Compressor, and
overhauled the Potable Water manifold.
e. Lube, and Fuel Oil Purifiers were all overhauled by contractors.
f. The fire brick on the incinerator was renewed in preparation for this
deployment, along with fixing cracks, and completing yearly PMS.
g. A new Electric Booster Water Heater was installed in the Galley by
NESU DCs for the Scullery dishwasher
h. Pacific Marine Repair (PE – DCCS Snow) installed simplex strainers
on all secondary drainage AOP's. This eliminated the problem of the
suction lines clogging.
i. NESU assisted in Grooming, and adjusting the ships A/C plant.
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j.

NESU (PE - ETCM Passalaqua) assisted in ensuring that the LCVP
was delivered and in good working order.

k.

CMA #1057, Boiler Feed-water Chemical Monitoring System was
repaired by Aqua Net International Limited. (PE - MKC Diaz).

The Auxiliary machinery continued to operate well with few exceptions. We
have had problems with the A/C compressors tripping the breakers. The
Electrical Division assisted in adjusting the breakers, and ordering replacements
to be installed. The Evaporators ran well; however, we did have to do some
minor repair to fix some leaks, and #1 Evaporator was taken apart and thoroughly
cleaned. With the assistance of the NESU personnel that rode the ship, we
installed Hot-Starts in the LVCP, and continuing to take Vibration readings for
condition based maintenance on all equipment.
Sydney, AS to Antarctica
All Auxiliary machinery continued to operate well. We experienced a leak on the
Steering system that would require the system to be secured for a period of time
to repair. The gasket on top of the Starboard Steering Gear reservoir began
leaking excessively: this happened during the end of the last mission and was
previously repaired in Seattle. The Hot Starts on the LCVP were re-installed with
the proper configuration and operated satisfactorily. Auxiliary Division continued
to accomplish minor projects, and maintenance on machinery, along with
extensive training.
Deep Freeze ’03 Ice Operations
All Auxiliary machinery continued to operate well throughout the operation.
Auxiliary division conducted maintenance on machinery, and used the
opportunity to conduct training in the division. The leaks were repaired in the
steering system while hove to for 24 hours. All repairs went extremely well and
we had no further problems.
Antarctica to Hobart, TS
All Auxiliary machinery continued to operate well throughout the operation.
Auxiliary division conducted maintenance on machinery, and used the
opportunity to conduct training in the division.
Hobart, TS to Seattle
Auxiliary Machinery as a whole operated flawlessly. The only reportable
problem was the Ship’s Whistle, which was replaced due to excessive corrosion.
Auxiliary Division continued training and maintenance.
ELECTRICAL SUMMARY
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Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle to Sydney, AS
Commenced IPP groom of MPCMS systems and the propulsion plant.
Due to heavy ice conditions in Antarctica, we had to stop all propulsion work and
put the plant back together in order to get HEALY underway on 09 Jan 03.
All scheduled Alstom training was postponed and rescheduled for the
deployment.
Cadick provided training on the HV and bus tie breakers.
Transit through Puget Sound provided an excellent opportunity for Frost
Engineering to test and calibrate the Main Diesel Generators AMOT valves.
Alstom technical representative Clive Reed provided training onScience winch
and Dynamic Positioning system to the division members.
While transiting down to Sydney, number 2 Ship Service Motor Generator set
tripped offline with no pre-trip warnings (CASREP 03001).
In the tropics, all three AC Compressor breakers were tripping offline prematurely
(CASREP 03003).
Sydney, AS to Antarctica
Fueling in Sydney provide an excellent opportunity for Electrical Division to
perform maintenance while HEALY was in a Hove to status. The Electrical
Division did an extensive cleaning for main motors. It also provided a great
opportunity to debug and fix the Boll and Kirch system for the #1 Main Diesel
Generator (MDG).
The Electrical Division retapped the Ship Service Transformers to provide more
voltage to the Ship’s Non-Sensitive (SNS) Bus.
Deep Freeze ’03 Ice Operations
While conducting Deep Freeze ’03 Ice Operations, the Electrical Division
replaced burnt light bulbs throughout the ship, calibrated the sensor exhaust on
the #4 MDG, fixed the base load on the #4 MDG, and fixed the starboard crane on
the 04 deck
Port cycloconverter (2CC2) tripped on overcurrent and the drive would not reset
(CASREP 03007). Alstom Cycloconverter Drives Technical Representative,
Tony Chronnel found a loose connection to resolve this CASREP.
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Both port cycloconverter tripped offline due to a ground (CASREP 03008). After
further investigations, ship’s force discovered the DC motor field cable going to
the slip ring arced off and made temporary repairs. Re-engineering of the slip
ring is required for a better terminal connection.
Antarctica to Hobart, TS
The Electrical Division replaced the AC chiller breakers from the parts received
in Sydney.
Conducted Bollard condition test of port cycloconverter by pushing against low
tabular iceberg for 1 hour at full power on 3 engines. Test was satisfactory.
Alstom technical representative Tony Chronnel provided training on
Cycloconverter theory and operation to the division members.
Ship’s whistle electrical control would not engage during the transit to Hobart,
Tasmania. After further investigation, ship’s force determined that it was due to a
faulty solenoid valve. (CASREP 03010)
Hobart, TS – Seattle
While transiting back to Seattle, the Electrical Division calibrated various TLI
sensors throughout the ship, troubleshot the ship’s whistle, fixed a fire alarm
sensor in generator room 2, and calibrated the magnetic speed pickup on the no. 4
MDE turbo.
Alstom technical representative Clive Reed provided training on MPCMS
operation and maintenance to the division members and NESU personnel.
Recommendations
Continue with systems groom/training cycles.
Complete the PMS maintenance database.
Continue with ACR submissions.
Compete EIR verification.
Our CMPLUS database needs to be refreshed by ELC to reflect current equipment
nomenclatures and PMS procedures.
Verify IBS wiring configuration with Sperry to correct system drawings
ELECTRONICS SUMMARY
Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle, AS
Transit to Sydney was spent reinstalling the Science equipment in IC Gyro room,
which included the Bathy2K, Knudsen, ADCP 75 and ADCP150 in the two new
electronics equipment racks.
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The Electronic Division was able to get Seabeam functioning again with the help
of Frank Cobis, who sent the procedures to restart the transmit amplifiers.
Equipment in the Ham Shack was re-arranged and the ship's entertainment
equipment has been re-located to the new electronics equipment cabinet that was
installed prior to departure.
Sydney, AS to Antarctica
Transit to McMurdo was spent propagating out the 2003 annual maintenance task
schedule in CMPLUS and continued to order supplies.
The HF coupler to the fan antenna failed during this transit. The coupler was
taken down and the detector board was replaced. The coupler was bench tested
satisfactory and was ready for installation in warmer weather.
Deep Freeze ’03 Ice Operations
While conducting Deep Freeze ’03 operations, the Electronic Division spent
majority of the time troubleshooting equipment.
A failed NAV input error to the Seabeam, Bathy2K, and Knudsen was caused by
a faulty RS232/422 converter. After replacing the converter, the NAV input error
was cleared.
A faulty communications link between the ADCP 150 deck unit and computer
was caused by an error in the ship’s drawing and corrected the cabling
discrepancies. The Electronic division discovered CPU cards in the ADCP 150
and 300 spare kits were incompatible with the ship’s equipment. The Electronic
Division sent an email to ESU Seattle requesting an upgrade or replacement for
each kit from RDI.
Antarctica to Hobart, TS
During the transit from McMurdo Station to Hobart, Tasmania, the SRD-500
Doppler Speed log began displaying erroneous speed-reading. Troubleshooting
led the Electronic division to believe it was caused by a transducer failure. Once
HEALY arrived in Hobart, the Electronic division was able to perform a physical
inspection of the transducer and took resistance checks. Bad transducer was also
confirmed by Sperry. (CASREP 03012)
During this transit, the Electronic Division was investigating why the DPS 901
would lock. The Sparc computer would lock up soon after the initial boot up.
(CASREP 03009)
Hobart, TS to Seattle
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During the transit back to homeport Seattle, 3 members of the Electrical division
were TAD for schooling. The ETC was sent TAD in Rugby, England for
evaluation of MPCMS/BECCE Trainer system, while two ET2’s were sent TAD
to Inmarsat School.
The Electronics Division was involved in various grooms and training:
a. ESR Groom by Gary Moss from Allied Technology Group (ATG),
supported by 2 ET2’s
b. Seabeam Groom by Georg Brockhoft from L3 Communications.
c. Seabeam Training by Georg Brockhoft and Dale Chayes.
d. DPS Groom by Paul Fiddy from Alstom, who arrived in Hawaii,
performed a groom of system and conducted training with the ETCM
and ET1. Mr. Fiddy also brought a spare video and NIC card and a
complete software package for the DPS system.
The Electronics Division worked with NESU and ESU on various maintenances
and projects during the transit back home.
Maintenance
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Exterior tasks: 45 tasks, 48 man-hours.
Bridge tasks: 42 tasks, 56 man-hours
Radio tasks: 85 tasks, 100 man-hours
Aloft Conn: 10 tasks, 8 man-hours
Helo Control Shack: 12 tasks, 10 man-hours
Science Conn: 13 tasks, 14 man-hours

Project Work
i. Aft Science Conn VMS Computer: Ran fiber optic cable
from Aft Science Conn to the Bridge. Sperry will arrive inport
to install data terminal equipment to replace the 10base2
network cable currently connecting the Aft VMS computer to
the rest of the network.
ii. 115VAC Power Monitoring on Bridge for Sperry UPS
Casrep (load center 25): ESU ETCS installed a power line
monitor on the bridge to measure voltage and current
fluctuations over the course of the transit. Information is to be
used for analysis by Sperry.
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iii. Building Maintenance Database in CMPLUS: Developed
approximately 60 local PMS procedures with the help of
NESU ETCM.
iv. Seabeam Maintenance: ESU ETCS and ET2 ran cables to
connect the Thermosalinograph (TSG), into the Seabeam for
the seawater temperature. NESU ETCM routed the time and
1PPS output from the P-Code (centurion) GPS to the Seabeam.
ESU ETCS worked closely with L3 (Georg Brockhoff) and
Dale Chayes to resolve numerous Seabeam related issues
during the course of the transit.
v. Inspect Bathy 2000 Transducer: NESU ETCM, ESU ETCS
and Dale Chayes took resistance readings of the transducer due
to suspected damage to the transducer well window.
vi. Installed Gate System: NESU ETC and ET1 installed the
new gate system.
vii. Planning for DD2003: ESU ETCS worked on the DD
package for 2003 and worked on a spec with Dale Chayes for
mapping out the science sensor locations and Seabeam
Window and Seabeam Orange window replacement.
Recommendations
Continue with systems groom/training cycles.
Complete the PMS maintenance database.
Continue with ACR submission.
Compete EIR verification.
Our CMPLUS database needs to be refreshed by ELC to reflect current equipment
nomenclatures and PMS procedures.
Verify IBS wiring configuration with Sperry to correct system drawings
DAMAGE CONTROL SUMMARY
Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle to Sydney, AS
Conducted Deballasting Operations on 6 and 7 January, 2003
From Dec 16 until departure worked to ensure the completion of numerous jobs
including the repair of 17 leaks in various piping systems, repair of deck drains,
installation of cabinets and equipment racks, flume tank valve repairs, and
reinstallation of a ladder as well as stiffening of ladders in the flume tank.
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Changed out P-250 gas and ensured that all divisional supplies were received.
Carried out repair locker inspections and ensured repair lockers were properly
stocked.
Worked with ELC to develop a program to relabel valves which were improperly
labeled during construction, and to update our DC Book, CCOL’s, and DC Plates
accordingly.
Sydney AS to Antarctica
Executed Basic DCPQS training each weeknight and advanced DCPQS training
on Thursday nights to cover Section 307 advanced and Section 312 investigator.
In addition, the DC’s made themselves available after hours for extra help.
Developed a challenging drill schedule and executed DC training in hose
handling, and the HV fire doctrine on Tuesdays. Conducted a Class B Fire drill
and a High Voltage fire drill on Thursdays.
Made wooden housings for steering gear room scuttles leading to the fantail,
allowing undisturbed air flow out of the steering gear room to enhance cooling
and protecting the box fans from frequent rain.
Repaired leaks which emerged in engine room piping systems and cycloconverter
cooling systems.
Discovered mud in the lower AMR fire stations and drained it out in buckets
when firemain was not in use.
Repaired the towing hawser reel mount in After Steering and fixed deck drains in
various spaces.
Deballasted over 355,000 gallons of Seawater at sea on 28 January in preparation
for refueling on 29 Jan in Sydney.
Sydney, Australia – McMurdo Station, Antarctica
Constructed a sled for ice liberty transportation, to be pulled by snowmobiles to
McMurdo over the ice.
Taught Basic DCPQS and Adavnced DCPQS sections including Team Leader and
Investigator training.
Set Cold Weather Bill
Deep Freeze ’03 Ice Operations
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Taught Basic DCPQS sections as well as advanced sections 313, Team Leader,
and 318, Repair Party Leader.
Performed Tank and void inspections on 24 Feb. Entered tanks 5-33-0-W, 5-48-3W and 5-48-4-W, as well as voids 2-48-1-V and 2-48-2-V.
Assisted in Ice survey by fashioning poles with flags to mark a safe transit zone
on 25 Feb.
Rewrote the Machinery Space Fire Doctrine.
Installed AFFF fire extinguishers in Main Spaces
Installed eyewash stations near corrosive eye hazard locations to comply with
MLC safety checklist.
Antarctica to Hobart, TS
Conducted DCPQS training
Unset the Cold Weather Bill when ambient air temps exceeded 40 degrees F.
Hobart, TS to Seattle, WA
Made emergency repairs to a leaking fuel pipe in Generator Room 1. This was a
rather complicated procedure given that lack of isolation valves in that part of the
fuel oil header in Generator Room 1. The weld at a pipe socket to a pipe and
gauge line cut out valve failed. The line was pressurized at 130 PSI and fuel oil
was striking and streaming down the forward bulkhead of the STBD Generator
Room. The leak was at the forward inboard corner of the compartment, and away
from the online engine. Any fuel oil that had pooled up on the deck was
immediately wiped up and the online engine in that space was isolated.
Repairs were a challenge. Several flanges in that line were broken which
allowed fuel to drain down. After considering several options for repair,
including a belzona patch, welding, and cutting and tapping the pipe to accept a
threaded nipple, weld repairs were undertaken. Surface prep of the area revealed
a poor weld, with severe undercut. There was a concern that applying too much
heat would puncture the pipe. The pipe was inerted with CO2 and weld repairs
were safely completed. The repair only lasted 18 hours and the weld leaked
again. The second repair attempt was completed in much less time. Several
passes around the top of the pipe socket secured the leak. A permanent repair
will be undertake in home port
Repair division supported Main Diesel Engine tune-ups by fabricating special
tools and lifting jigs.
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Installed a paint shaker for the Deck Division on the Fwd Crane Pedestal.
Conducted 6 tank and void inspections.
Made a stud pulling tool for NESU personnel working on #4 MDG
Performed Repairs on the #2 MDG Turbo Wash drain line.
Attempted weld repairs on ruptured #1 Boiler tubes.
Taught Basic DCPQS classes and tailored training around the needs of personnel
near the six month qualification deadline.
Rewrote HEALY’s Repair Party Manual.
Recommendations
Based on Australian customs questionnaire, be prepared to deballast at sea prior
to refueling in Australia. The Australian government sought a two-time ballast
exchange at sea which is the voluntary IMO standard for flushing ballast tanks
prior to deballasting inport. It would be far easier for HEALY to deballast at sea
the day before entering port to refuel.
FUELING SUMMARY
Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle to Sydney, AS
On January 6 and 7 onloaded 747,902 gallons of F-76 (with some JP-5) via 2
barges at ISC Seattle, and 8,691 gallons of Lube Oil via tank truck.
Burned 455,471 gallons of Fuel enroute from Seattle to Sydney, Australia.
Average Daily consumption was 24,936 gallons. 13 days were spent running on 2
mains and 6 days were spent on 3 mains.
Onloaded 438,306 gallons of Fuel in Sydney, Australia on 29 Jan 03. We had to
deballast at sea the day before due to Australian requirements that HEALY
comply with the IMO guideline to perform two ballast exchanges at sea. Flowrate
at the Chower bay Naval Fuel Depot was 1200 gpm, and fed by gravity.
Sydney, AS to Antarctica
Burned 181,485 gallons of Fuel in transit from Sydney to McMurdo. Average
daily consumption for the seven days was 25,926 gallons per day.
Deep Freeze ’03 Ice Operations
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On 21 Feb, took on 115,300 gallons of F/O from the USNS RICHARD G.
MATTHIESEN off McMurdo, Antarctica. MATTHIESEN provided a 4.5 inch 8
bolt fuel hose for which a reducer had to be fitted. They provided HEALY about
850 gpm max flowrate. Transfer was concluded early due to high winds, and a
breakaway was accomplished without spilling a drop of Fuel.
From Feb 6 until Feb 26, burned 286,252 gallons of Fuel. Average daily
consumption was 13,361 gallons per day.
Antarctica to Hobart, TS
From Feb 27 thru March 6 burned 130,286 gallons of F/O. Average Daily
consumption 16,286 gallons per day.
While inport in Hobart burned 15,494 gallons of F/O running 1 boiler and ADG.
Hobart, TS to Seattle, Washington
Burned an average of 19,827 gallons per day for a total of 456,033 gallons burned
on this leg.
Transferred 175 gallons of JP-5 to CG helo 6570 off Hawaii.
Recommendations
Burned a total of 1,520,008 gallons this trip.
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CHAPTER VI - ADMINISTRATION
Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle to Sydney, AS
All the crew deployed with the HEALY on January 9th, with the exception of one SK1,
who stayed behind to manage the SK Support Office, and another SK1, who was on
medical hold. Completed two CPO re-enlistments.
Sydney, AS to Antarctica
On January 29th, FS2, SN and FA reported PCS from Cape May, MKC on Emergency
leave, and EMC and SKCS departed TAD.
Deep Freeze ’03 Ice Operations
Nothing significant to report.
Antarctica to Hobart, TS
Nothing significant to report.
Hobart, TS to Seattle
During the portcall in Hobart, Tasmania the following personnel changes took place:
MST3 Scriven returned from TAD to Dive School, after graduating February 10 2003.
FN Cobb departed for MK “A” School. SN Coppin departed PCS for the AMT “A”
Program/school. SN Baker departed PCS for BM “A” School.
Six personnel departed TAD for training and will return when the ship arrives in Seattle.
2 Crew members departed TAD for medical reasons. On crew member departed on
regular leave. MK3 Erickson reported PCS 12 March 2003. MK2 reenlisted for four
years. The Antarctica Service Medal was presented to 70 permanent crew, 8 TAD
personnel from NESU, Polar Star, and the Navy. Fourteen permanent crew members
received a bronze star for a subsequent award. MKCS reenlisted 16 March 2003. MST3
extended 7 months on 17 March 2003 to obligate service for dive school.
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Personnel who received 1st Award of the Antarctic Service Medal
FS3 AGOSTO
LTJG AMARAL
SN AUMICK
CWO4 AUSTIN
SN BAKER
LTJG BENIN
TC1 BENJAMIN
MK3 BOWLEY
YNC BROCK
LTJG CASTANEDA
FS1 CASTEEL
TT1 CHIPMAN
LT CLARKE
FN COBB
SN COPPIN
MST2 CULLERS
FN DAWLIDOWICZ
LTJG EVERETTE
MK1 FITZPATRICK
EM2 FRATTO
EM2 GARRETT
DC3 GILLICK
MK3 GOGOLLA

QM1 GROB
MSTC HAMERSKI
FS3 HANIKA
ENS HASSELMAN
SN HUGHES
SK2 JOSEPH
ENS KAWAMOTO
FN KEELER
LTJG KOWALCZYK
MST1 KUHN
MK2 LAEGER
CWO2 LEVITCH
QM3 LOBHERR
MK2 LORCH
FNMK LUND
BM3 LUSSIER
ET2 MARTIN
ET2 MARVIN
BM1 MORKIS
SN NATHANIEL
ETCM OBRIEN
SK1 PETERSON
EM1 PRITCHARD

ET2 RASMUSSEN
ET1 RETZLAFF
BM1 RIVETT
MST2 ROBINSON
CWO4 ROBSON
BM1 SANDOVAL
DCC SCHAFFNER
CDR SCHOEN
FN SCHRECK
SN SCHUMANN
FS3 SCOTT
LCDR SEGALLA
LT STANCLIK
FS2 STODDARD
MK2 TEBO
DC2 THOMAS
MK2 TITUS
FN TRAWICK
HSCS WATSON
FN WILSON
DC2 WITKOWSKI
BMC WOODBURY
LTJG WOODRUM

Tad Personnel who received 1st Award of the Antarctic Service Medal
SA STOCKMAN (POLAR STAR
SA NELSON (POLAR STAR)
SA CLARK (POLAR STAR

SA BRADFORD (POLAR STAR)
AG1 LOTITO (USN)
MKC DIAZ (NESU)

MK1 ROGERS (NESU)
MK2 REYNOLDS (NESU)
MK3 MEYERS (NESU)

Personnel who received Bronze Star for subsequent award of the Antarctic Service Medal
BM3 BRESNAHAN
TCC DILOUIE
MSTCS HENDRICKSON
FSCS KANISS
ETC MCGUIRE

EMCM MOSPENS
EMCM MUNIZ
CDR RUSSELL
QMCM SCHWARZ
MK1 SERFASS

Embarked Personnel
See Table VI-1.
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CAPT VISNESKI
MK1 WEAVER
MKCS WENZINGER
FSC WILLIAMS

Morale
Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle to Sydney, AS
Before departing Seattle for Deep Freeze 2003, morale purchased two hundred cases of
soda for morale nights and to stock the soda machine during the patrol. In addition,
morale purchased five cases of beer for a possible ice party while in Antarctica. Lastly,
after input from the morale committee, the Morale Officer purchased approximately fifty
items as prizes to be given away at bingo and as prizes for other contest that morale may
decide to host. During the ship’s transit to Sydney, Australia, morale hosted several
morale events. During this time, bingo was played three times, which generated $247 for
morale. Each night, three games were played in which a prize was given away. The
prizes ranged from DVDs to camping chairs to lava lamps. The prize for the blackout
game was a twenty-gigabyte MP3 player. As the ship was pulling into Sydney, the
blackout prize had yet to be won by any personnel on board. Three movies were shown
either on the flight deck or inside the hangar. XXX was the first movie to be shown, and it
had the largest crowd of the three movies. For morale nights on Saturday nights, officers
cooked pizza, E-4 and below cooked pizza, and the E-5 held a barbecue on the flight deck.
Lastly, a 3 versus 3-basketball tournament and a free throw contest were scheduled for the
transit to Sydney. The tournament began with a good start. However, the tournament was
put on hold and the free throw contest cancelled, as the weather and sea conditions did not
permit.
Sydney, AS to Antarctica
Bingo held on Saturday nights.
Deep Freeze ’03 Ice Operations
Attempted to hold a joint Antarctic Circle Initiation, but precluded by inability to heave to
close to each other in the fast ice and poor weather conditions. However, were able to hold
a joint HEALY / POLAR SEA football game on the ice. Crewmembers also enjoyed
visiting the other icebreaker, with many people being transferred on the 3 personal
snowmobiles brought along by 2 crewmembers.
Antarctica to Hobart, TS
The transit from Antarctica to Hobart, TS was relatively short. During this time, one
morale night was held. For morale night, E-4 and below cooked a Tex-Mex meal.
Afterwards, bingo was played on the mess deck. With the blackout prize being an Xbox
and the current ball total at 60 balls, every single card was sold. More people had shown
up that night than any other time in recent memory. At the end of the night, the Xbox was
still up for grabs. During the transit to Hobart, the morale officer worked on arranging
hotel reservations and tour reservations for the crew.
Hobart, TS to Seattle
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Held Bingo every Saturday night. Near the equator the movie Van Wilder was shown on
the flight deck. An initiation into the realm of the Golden Shellback was held on 22 March
and over $400 was generated to offset the cost of the certificates for the trip. During this
leg of the trip procurement requests were made for the spending of the $2200 which the
ship was awarded in Evergreen funds from the CG Foundation as well as appropriated
funds. Items to be purchased include electronics plus new mats and new benches for the
gym.
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TABLE VI-1: PERSONNEL EMBARKED
DF-03 PERSONNEL SAILING LIST
CAPT DAVID J. VISNESKI
CDR DOUGLAS RUSSELL
LCDR JOSEPH SEGALLA
LT GREGORY STANCLIK
LT ROBERT CLARKE
LTJG NEAL AMARAL
LTJG MICHAEL WOODRUM
LTJG DANIEL EVERETTE
LTJG JOSEPH CASTANEDA
LTJG DAVID KOWALCYZK
LTJG JOSEPH BENIN
ENS DARAIN S. KAWAMOTO
ENS KEVIN M. HASSELMAN
CWO4 JAY AUSTIN
CWO4 JAMES A. ROBSON
CWO2 WILLIAM LEVITCH
CDR BARBARA SCHOEN (ISC SEATTLE)
EMCM JOHN P. MOSPENS
EMCM DAVID R. MUNIZ
ETCM JAMES L. O'BRIEN
QMCM GEORGE J. SCHWARZ
MKCS GEORGE A. WENZINGER
MSTCS GLEN T. HENDRICKSON
FSCS KARL KANISS
HSCS KIRK T. WATSON
SKCS TODD M. MEEKINS
BMC GLENN WOODBURY
DCC PETER A. SCHAFFNER
EMC THOMAS B. STONE
ETC MICHAEL F. MCGUIRE
FSC ANTHONY WILLIAMS
MKC BRYAN P. MINER
MSTC MICHAEL HAMERSKI
TCC JOHN F. DILOUIE
YNC SELINDE A. BROCK
BM1 PATRICK W. MORKIS
BM1 JEFFREY M. RIVETT
BM1 ELSA E.A. SANDOVAL
EM1 DEVIN D. PRITCHARD
ET1 ROGER J. RETZLAFF
FS1 DAVID P. CASTEEL
MK1 CHAD J. SERFASS
MK1 JUSTIN P. FITZPATRICK
MK1 MICHAEL WEAVER
MST1 SEAN M. KUHN
QM1 DAVID J. GROB
SK1 SUSAN M. PETERSON
TC1 BARBARA A. BENJAMIN
TT1 STEPHEN A. CHIPMAN
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Arrival

Departure Arrival

9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03

3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
13-Mar-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
13-Mar-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
29-Jan-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
29-Jan-03
13-Mar-03
3-Apr-03
29-Jan-03
13-Mar-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
27-Mar-03

Departure

DC2 PAUL THOMAS
DC2 BIANCA P. WITKOWSKI
EM2 BENJAMIN GARRETT
EM2 JOSEPH FRATTO
ET2 TIMOTHY MARVIN
ET2 CHRIS MARTIN
ET2 JOSHUA J. RASMUSSEN
ET2 RYAN P. MACNEIL
FS2 JOSEPH J. STODDARD
MK2 NICOLE R. LAEGER
MK2 RICHARD TITUS
MK2 JOHN W. TEBO
MK2 MATTHEW J. LORCH
MST2 BRIDGET A. CULLERS
MST2 JOSHUA T. ROBINSON
SK2 DAVID M. JOSEPH
BM3 SCOTT A LUSSIER
SN ERIC JAMES BAKER
BM3 DARREL L. BRESNAHAN
DC3 TODD A. GILLICK
FS3 JOHNNY M HANIKA
FS3 JONATHAN D. SCOTT
FS3 VANESSA A. AGOSTO
MK3 TIMOTHY B. GOGOLLA
MK3 MARTIN A. BOWLEY
QM3 JOHN C. LOBHERR
FNMK MICHAEL J. LUND
FN CALEB TRAWICK
FN BRANDON S. SCHRECK
FN COURTNEY T. WILSON
FN BRETT T. COBB
FN CRYSTAL D. KEELER
SN JAYSEN AUMICK
SN ISSAC K. NATHANIEL
SN HEIDI M. SCHUMANN
SN CHAD R. COPPIN
SA STANLEY YOUNG
MKC JOSEPH A. DIAZ (NESU SEATTLE)
MK1 GARRETT P. ROGERS (NESU SEATTLE)
MK2 JEFFREY C. REYNOLDS (NESU SEATTLE)
MK3 JON MYERS (NESU SEATTLE)
MK3 NATHANIEL CHRISTIAN (NESU SEATTLE)
EM3 KELVIN D. HERNANDEZ (NESU SEATTLE)
FNMK AARON BARRETT (NESU SEATTLE)
FA CHRISTOPHER ALSTON (NESU SEATTLE)
SA RICHARD B. STOCKMAN (USCGC POLAR STAR)
SA CHRISTINA L. CLARK (USCGC POLAR STAR)
SA RYAN S. BRADFORD (USCGC POLAR STAR)
SA ROBERT M. NELSON (USCGC POLAR STAR)
REED, CLIVE
FA TOMASZ M. DAWLIDOWICZ
SN TREVOR A. HUGHES
AG1 ROBERT LOTITO (NAVAL ICE CENTER)
TONY CHRONNEL (ALSTOM)
JOERG BROCKHOFF
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Arrival
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
9-Jan-03
29-Jan-03
29-Jan-03
29-Jan-03
27-Feb-03
13-Mar-03

Departure
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
13-Mar-03
3-Apr-03
13-Mar-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
13-Mar-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
13-Mar-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
13-Mar-03
3-Apr-03
13-Mar-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
13-Mar-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
13-Mar-03
29-Jan-03
29-Jan-03
29-Jan-03
29-Jan-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
29-Jan-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
20-Feb-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03

Arrival

Departure

13-Mar-03
13-Mar-03
13-Mar-03
13-Mar-03

3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03

13-Mar-03 3-Apr-03
27-Feb-03 13-Mar-03

RON BAY
DALE CHAYES
GARY MOSS
STEVEN ROBINSON JONES
ETCM JOSEPH PASSALAQUA (NESU SEATTLE)
ETCS PETER PERRON (ESU SEATTLE)
MKC STEPHEN MCCLELLION (NESU SEATTLE)
DCC JEFFREY ROWE (NESU SEATTLE)
EMC FRANK DONZE (NESU SEATTLE)
ETC JAMES FLYNN (NESU SEATTLE)
MK1 JEFFREY PIERCE (NESU SEATTLE)
ET1 JOEL RODDA (NESU SEATTLE)
ET2 HAROLD KIFFER (ESU SEATTLE)
EM2 PAUL STEVICK (NESU SEATTLE)
MK3 RICHARD ERICKSON
CDR WILLIAM RALL (JICPAC)
LT DARYL PELOQUIN (COMDT)
FA SHAWN CHAPIN
PAUL FIDDY (ALSTOM)
DAVE FORCUCCI
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Arrival
13-Mar-03
13-Mar-03
13-Mar-03
13-Mar-03
13-Mar-03
13-Mar-03
13-Mar-03
13-Mar-03
13-Mar-03
13-Mar-03
13-Mar-03
13-Mar-03
13-Mar-03
13-Mar-03
13-Mar-03
27-Mar-03
27-Mar-03
27-Mar-03
27-Mar-03
27-Mar-03

Departure Arrival
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
27-Mar-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03
3-Apr-03

Departure

CHAPTER VII – PUBLIC RELATIONS
Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle to Sydney, AS
Public Relations preparations for Deep Freeze ’03 were limited due to the nature
of the mission. A press release was drafted and released directly to the news desks
of all the major local television stations and newspapers. This resulted in an
onboard interview of the Commanding Officer by the local CBS Affiliate. Due to
the nature of the story (crew working around the clock through the holidays to
prepare for the emergency deployment), live coverage of the departure was
carried on the local CBS and ABC affiliates.
The media present expressed interest about the possibility of riding the ship in
from Port Angeles upon the ship’s return from Deep Freeze ’03.
Articles appeared in numerous publications, and several requests for e-mail
interviews were received, and conducted.
Sydney, AS to Antarctica
While in McMurdo, HEALY hosted a photographer from the National Science
Foundation, in order to shoot video of operations onboard the ship while
icebreaking.
Deep Freeze '03 Ice Operations
Nothing significant to report
Antarctica to Hobart, TS
Upon arrival in Hobart, TS, the Australian Broadcasting Company conducted a
radio interview of the Commanding Officer.
In addition to local radio coverage, articles appeared in local newspapers covering
the port call.
While in Hobart, HEALY hosted a reception onboard for the Australian –
American Association.
Hobart, TS to Seattle, WA
Prior to returning to Seattle, an invitation was extended to all local media (TV,
Print, Radio) to ride the ship from Port Angeles, WA into Seattle. Only one radio
station (93.7 KBSG) accepted the offer, and conducted live broadcasts during the
transit.
Arrival at Pier 37 was extensively covered by the local CBS, NBC and ABS
affiliates, along with various newspaper publications.
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RELEASE NO: 002-03
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT: LTJG Dan Everette deverette@Healy.uscg.mil

January 06, 2003
(206) 217-6300

Seattle Icebreaker departs for Antarctica
The United States Coast Guard Cutter Healy, commanded by Captain David J.
Visneski, will be departing Seattle this Thursday, January 9th, on a 3-month mission to
Antarctica. This mission, in support of Operation Deep Freeze ’03, will bring Healy
south, in support of McMurdo Station, Antarctica.
Healy will join the Coast Guard Cutter Polar Sea, which is currently deployed on
Operation Deep Freeze ‘03. The heavy ice conditions present in the Ross Sea has
prompted the need for two icebreakers. Annually the Coast Guard deploys an icebreaker
to Antarctica to break ice, and escort supply ships into the research station at McMurdo.
Healy will spend several weeks transiting to Antarctica before commencing
icebreaking operations. While in Antarctica, Healy will work in tandem with the Polar
Sea. Healy and the Polar Sea are the only two U.S. Surface ships to reach the North Pole,
illustrating the flexibility of Coast Guard icebreaking operations.
Healy, which is the newest addition to the Coast Guard’s icebreaking fleet, was
specifically designed for scientific support in the high Polar regions. Further information
about Healy as well as specifics about the current mission can be found on the world
wide web at http://www.uscg.mil/pacarea/healy
-USCG-
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY
U. S. Coast Guard
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: LTJG Dan Everette deverette@healy.uscg.mil

April 1, 2003

Seattle Icebreaker returns from Antarctica
SEATTLE, WA – The United States Coast Guard Cutter Healy, commanded by
Captain David J. Visneski will be returning to Seattle this Thursday, April 3rd returning
from a 3-month emergency deployment to Antarctica.
Healy sailed from Seattle on January 9th in support of Operation Deep Freeze ’03
after having completed around-the-clock preparations throughout the holiday season.
The heavy ice conditions being experienced in McMurdo (the worst in 50 years)
necessitated two icebreakers in order to ensure the successful re-supply of McMurdo
Station, which is the logistics hub for the U.S. Antarctic Program. Healy joined the Coast
Guard Cutter Polar Sea, which deployed earlier to the Ross Sea region.
Annually the Coast Guard deploys an icebreaker to Antarctica to break ice, and
escort supply ships into the research station at McMurdo. Healy and the Polar Sea
worked in tandem to escort the supply ship M/V American Tern through the 7-mile,
highly concentrated ice channel into McMurdo Station. Both icebreakers continued
operations to ensure that a separate fuel tanker could get close enough to the station,
given the heavy ice, and transfer much-needed fuel ashore.
Healy is returning from Antarctica after a brief stop in Hobart, Tasmania for
logistics and crew rest. While in Seattle, the ship will undergo intensive preparations for
an upcoming Arctic East-West Summer science deployment, which will have Healy
circumnavigating the North American continent.
During Healy’s return, members of the media are invited to ride the ship from
Port Angeles, WA into Seattle. This will give a first hand look at the newest addition to
the Coast Guard’s icebreaking fleet, which was specifically designed for scientific
support in the high Polar Regions. Interested media, please contact Senior Chief Todd
Meekins at Healy’s shoreside support office: (206) 217-6870 for details.
Further information about Healy as well as specifics about the current mission can
be found on the world wide web at http://www.uscg.mil/pacarea/healy
###
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CHAPTER VIII - SUPPLY/LOGISTICS
Pre-deployment Preparations & Seattle to Sydney
HEALY Supply Division started resupplying as soon as the ship returned to Seattle, in
anticipation of deploying for DF03. Even so, there were many procurements that had to
be made at the last minute because of shipments that we did not think would arrive in
time for our departure.
TYPE

Number of
Orders

Commercial Procurement
MILSTRIP

Amount

141
262

$157,507
$359,000

Total

$516,507

Obtained 726,387 gallons of F-76 fuel at ¢.81 a gallon, and 8,892 gallons 9250 lube oil at
$2.49 a gallon from DESC Manchester Fuel Department, PO Box 8, Manchester, WA
98353. Fuel was delivered by barge over a two day period, and lube oil was delivered by
truck. Manchester was very helpful, as usual, and provided a good product.
HEALY got underway for DF03 on 9Jan03. Tugs were arranged through Crowley
Marine Services (2401 Fourth Ave, Seattle, WA (206) 443-8100). Puget Sound Pilots
(101 Stewart St., Suite 900, Seattle, WA (206) 728-6400) provided a pilot for departure.
One Healy Storekeeper was assigned to the Shore Support Office to manage all logistics
for the trip. This individual handled receiving, including notifying the ship of what had
been received, and arranged to ship all needed materials to our port calls.
Sydney, AS to Antarctica
HEALY moored at the Defense Fuel
Pier in Chowder Bay for 12 hours
while taking on 438,346 gallons of F76 Fuel. The fuel was arranged
through the Naval Support Command,
Fuel Coordinator, Level 9, 270 Pitt
St., Sydney NSW 2000. Midshipman
Robbie Baker was the Ship’s Liaison
Officer for the Royal Australian Navy
Port Services (Tel: (02) 9359 2359,
Email robie.baker@defence.gov.au).
Port Logistics were handled by Tony
Prescott of Patrick Defense Logistics, the contracted Husbanding Agent for Sydney (Tel:
61 2 9247 9933, Email tprescott@patrick.com.au). Mr. Prescott engaged with HEALY
as soon as we contacted him, tracking our inbound shipments and clearing them through
customs. The HA is under contract with NRCC Singapore
(https://www.nrccsg.navy.mil/).
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Deep Freeze ’03 Ice Operations
1. All supplies were shipped to Antarctica via Port Hueneme, CA and Christchurch, New
Zealand. The POC at Port Hueneme was Lee Degalen at lee.degalen@usap.gov. The
address for shipping was:
NSF
U.S. Naval Construction Battalion Center
Building 471, North End
Port Hueneme, California 93043
ATTN: USAP - ZCM
US Coast Guard Liaison
Pass To USCGC HEALY
2. Once shipments arrived CA, they were flown to Christ Church, NZ where they were
transferred to inbound flights to McMurdo Station. Once they arrived McMurdo station
they were turned over to the CG Liason. However, tracking of shipments was easier to
achieve through Port Hueneme or Christ Church than through McMurdo. Many of the
packages we received were incorrectly marked for the Polar Sea or Polar Star, and calls
to the CG Liason did not reveal any direct information on where our materials were.
3. While deployed in Antarctica, HEALY took on 115,300 gallons of JP5 fuel from the
USNS Richard Mathieson. The fuel was transferred to the HEALY via a DD-1149, at no
cost to the Coast Guard.
Antarctica to Hobart, TS
1. The transit from Antarctica to Hobart were uneventful. Early contact with the
Husbanding Agent was established to ensure a smooth portcall in Hobart.
Hobart, TS to Seattle
1. Logistics in Hobart, Tasmania were handled by Paul Stevenson of Patrick Defense
Logistics (P.Stevenson@patrick.com.au). He was responsive from the beginning, and the
service was outstanding. All incoming materials were shipped to him at:
USCGC Healy, Patrick Defence Logistics
C/- Patrick Tasmania
1 Evans Street
Hobart, Tas. 7000
Tel: +61 3 6230 1426
HEALY moored at MacQuaurie
Wharf, very close to downtown.
We were able to arrange through
Paul Stevenson to have the Port
Authority fence off the pier for
security. Contract security was
arranged through the Husbanding
Agent also. In all
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aspects of the visit, the HA was extremely helpful and flexible with our ever changing
needs. On short notice they were able to arrange the purchase and delivery of wine and
beer for a reception held onboard. Services were paid for by cash on the day of
departure, with a Delivery Order cut to cover costs that final bills were not immediately
available for (cell phones, and additional costs for staying an extra 6 hours.
While enroute Tasmania, HEALY was contacted by the Australian Joint Fuel and
Lubricants Agency, Mr. Gary Black (Gary.Black@defence.gov.au). Mr. Black inquired
of our needs in Hobart, or any other port of Australia, offering to assist in any way
possible. While HEALY was not in need of any fuel at the time, his offer is indicative of
the helpful and friendly attitude HEALY has received from the Australian people.
At the last minute HEALY needed to delay its departure to get manuals printed that had
not arrived in time to meet the ship. Again, Paul Stevenson took care of everything,
taking the contractor to a local print ship that could do the job, as well as keeping the ship
informed of when the job was complete. All in all the port call in Hobart was one of the
easiest we have experienced, as well as one of the warmest receptions.
Due to supplies being delayed in arriving Hobart, HEALY arranged with AIRSTA
Barbers Point, HI to run logistic flights to the ship while it was transiting by Oahu. SKC
Bertrand of AIRSTA Supply was extremely helpful in taking delivery of inbound
materials and ensuring they made it on the flights. He and his staff also went to the
airport to retrieve essential Main Diesel Engine parts that had to be shipped via the
commercial airlines to ensure they arrived in time. The willing assistance he and his staff
provided were essential to HEALY be able to complete needed repairs while transiting
home.
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Date
6-9Jan03
29-Jan-03
7-13Mar03

Port
Seattle, WA
Sydney, AU
Hobart, AU
Column Total

Date
6-9Jan03
29-Jan-03
7-13Mar03

Steam

Water

$0.00

Trash

Electricity Oily Waste

$98.94

$938.44

$98.94

$938.44

Emergency
Services
Vehicles

Cranes

$273.92
$6,111.03
$0.00

$0.00

$0.00 $6,384.95

$0.00

Telephones

Pilot
$244.00
$1,016.56
$257.74 $1,998.97

$257.74 $3,259.53

Port
Seattle, WA
Sydney, AU
Hobart, AU

Column Total

Date
6-9Jan03
29-Jan-03
7-13Mar03

Port
Seattle, WA
Sydney, AU
Hobart, AU

Column Total

Waste Oil

Ship Fuel
$588,373.47
$486,707.40

Aviation
Fuel

$0.00 $1,075,080.87

$0.00
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Lube Oil
$22,141.08

$22,141.08

Hydraulic Oil

Engineering
Services Total

$17,998.75

$628,513.30
$486,707.40
$0.00

GrandTotal
$630,209.30
$496,884.75
$30,985.56

$17,998.75

$1,115,220.70

$1,158,079.61

GENERAL MESS
Pre-deployment Preparations & Seattle to Sydney, AS:
After a short in port between deployments and three weeks notice before deploying on
Deep Freeze 03, the General Mess was fully prepared for the up coming deployment.
The total amount of food stores onboard at time of sailing was $ 236,853.38.
Food stores replenishment for the deployment was set up prior to departing homeport.
100% of the food stores were purchased though Downie Jones Ship Store, using Coast
Guard Impact card for food stores, there was no prime vender available in Australia.
Division personnel: Sailed with 1 FSCS, 1 FSC, 1 FS1, 1 FS2 & 3 FS3’s. It should be
noted this is the first time since the ship has been commissioned that the Galley staff
sailed with it’s full complement of personnel. No TAD personnel were necessary to fill
shortages.
Sydney, AS to Antarctica:
Took on $433.52 of fresh fruit & vegetable and dairy. Produce was acquired through
Peter Price of Military Services at peter@militaryservices.com.au. All produce was
delivered by Downie Jones Ships Stores, PO Box 153, Morning Side, QLD 4170,
Australia, Tel: 61-7339-58201. POC was Mr. Price at pbprice@bigpond.com. The
quality and price of the produce provided was of the highest quality, at a very reasonable
price.
Deep Freeze ’03 Ice Operations:
Prior to departing Seattle HEALY onloaded a quantity of irradiated Milk at the request of
the Polar Sea. A small part of this was able to be delivered via helo operations.
However, icebreaking operations made it difficult to complete the job, so the remainder
stayed onboard the HELAY.
Antarctica to Hobart, TS:
Nothing significant to report.
Hobart, TS to Seattle:
HEALY hosted a reception in the hanger for the Australian American Association and
other dignitaries. Received $659.53 of fresh fruit & vegetables and dairy. Again, all
arrangements were made through Military Services. The trip home was spent preparing
for the AEWS ’03 trip. Preparation of load lists and placing orders with the vendors was
essential to ensure everything was onboard in time given the short inport.
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SHIP’S EXCHANGE
Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle to Sydney, AS
Preparations for DF ‘03 actually began during HEALY’s inport.
Recommendations from last 2 trips (AWE ’01 & AWS ’02), as well as lessons
learned with respect to re-supply while deployed were incorporated into the
planning stages for DF ’03.
In order to provide more efficient bookkeeping while deployed, the use of
electronic bookkeeping methods was researched and employed. In addition, with
the availability of INMARSAT, only access to the Exchange’s bank account was
established. This allowed for up-to-date account balance information, as well as
the ability to obtain statements online and web bill pay to various venders.
With the unreliability of the FPO mail system in delivering merchandise while
deployed, research was conducted into the use of Federal Express service. In the
event of having to re-supply items to the exchange, using Federal Express will
prove more reliable in transporting merchandise to the exchange.
All major exchange on-loads were scheduled to arrive on two different days. Final
major purchase breakdown is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Northstar Sportswear (Ballcaps/Shirts/Coffee Cups): $2974
Tully’s Coffee Corporation (Coffee/Syrups/Cups/Lids): $3237
Cloud Trading Company (Tobacco/Popcorn): $4520
H&H Studios (Ship’s Plaques): $438
Sysco Food Corporation (UHT Milk): $1475
Admiral Exchange: (Zippo Lighters): $780
Misc Vendors: $300
Uniform Distribution Center: $130

$3623.33 in sales were completed during the transit from Seattle to Sydney.
24.5% of the sales were coffee related and 14.3% of the sales were from
HEALY’s steel mugs.
Sydney, Australia to McMurdo, Antarctica
Delivery of additional supply, specifically lighter fluid was set up and
accomplished via LOGREQ and E-Mail.
A total of $220.00 was spent on purchases in Sydney. All purchases were paid for
in cash. This aided in reducing the amount of currency onboard.
$3909.75 in sales were completed during this leg. 29 % of the sales were coffee
related and 11% of the sales were from Prepaid AT&T calling cards.
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McMurdo Station Antarctica to Hobart, Tasmania
$1,932.98 in sales were completed during the transit from McMurdo Station to
Hobart.
22% of the sales were coffee related.
Hobart, Tasmania – Seattle, Washington
$5,336.75 in sales were completed during the transit from Hobart to Seattle.
15% of the sales were coffee related.
38% of the sales were t-shirts related.
Recommendations
Delivery of items should take place at least a week before departure. This gives
adequate time to buy last minute items.
Have a t-shirt design prior to departing on a deployment. Due to the short notice
on the Deep Freeze 2003 deployment, a t-shirt design was not implemented. It
took almost half the deployment to develop a t-shirt design.
Recommend purchasing entire inventory prior to deployment. Limiting the
amount of purchases in a foreign port will ensure the best prices for the crew.
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CHAPTER IX - MEDICAL
Pre-deployment Preparations & Seattle to Sydney, AS
Pharmaceuticals were ordered and received through the ISC Seattle Pharmacy.
One crewmember left on shore for psychiatric treatment.
13JAN03 - Eight crewmembers seen and treated today for motion sickness, persistent
headache, sinusitis with fever, sinusitis and URI.
14JAN03- Member treated for multiple contusions, abrasions and sprained ankle
today. Medications checked for outdates.
15JAN03 - All hands respirator training. One member with persistent seasickness
treated with IV’s, Phenergan and bed rest. Other members treated for sinusitis with
fever, hypertension, and foot fungus.
16JAN03 - DC drill with one casualty in the afternoon. One member SIQ with Sinus
infection/fever. Member with acute and prolonged motion sickness doing well with
Scopolamine patch. Members treated for injury to right heel and anal fissure.
17JAN03 - Members treated for Viral URI, Sinusitis/Otitis Media and URI/Contact
Dermatitis.
25JAN03 - Three members treated for motion sickness, one for Menier’s syndrome
and one for f/u inversion injury left ankle.
27JAN03 - Normal work day. Members treated for persistent headache, resolving
ankle inversion injury and anxiety.
28JAN03 - Normal work day. Member treated for viral URI.
Sydney, AS to Antarctica
Nothing Significant to Report
Deep Freeze '03 Ice Operations
03FEB03 - Members treated for acute cervical strain and headache. We have one
TAD member who continues to suffer from motion sickness with no obvious lasting
relief.
04FEB03 - Members treated for dental abscess (may need follow-up in McMurdo)
and meibomianitis of left upper lid.
11FEB03 - Member seen for request to document old injury in his health record and
one member requesting referrals.
12FEB03 - Member treated for right hip pain and another for furunculoid.
19FEB03 - One member treated for oral mucoid cyst probably requiring excision in
homeport.
20FEB03 - Member treated for recurrent vascular edema right lower leg. Migraine
cephalgia.
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Antarctica to Hobart, TS
03MAR03 - Member treated for pruritic rash. Member treated for migraine.
04MAR03 - Members treated for bursitis right shoulder, persistent headache, and
pruritic eczema.
08MAR03 - Hobart. Two members returning to Seattle for medical treatment
(internal derangement right knee, prob. ACL and prob. Nerve impingement right
shoulder).
09MAR03 - ETOH intoxication. Laceration left eyebrow
10MAR03 - Wound check left eyebrow.
13MAR03 - Suture removal. Viral Illness and x-ray left hand (negative for fracture).
Hobart, TS to Seattle, WA
17MAR03 - Members treated for acute low back pain, constipation, dental repair,
suture removal and facial laceration.
24MAR03 - Retirement PE completed. Member treated for Chronic PND with
pharyngitis.
30MAR03 - Member treated for pharyngitis.
31MAR03 - Members treated for mole removal, wart removal and gyn exam.
Smallpox training given to entire crew. Smallpox questionnaires completed by all
crewmembers.
01APR03 - Members seen today for retirement PE, Afloat PE and injury to left knee.
02APR03 - Retirement PE completed.
03APR03 - One member awaiting surgery right shoulder in two days. One member
awaiting MRI right knee to confirm ACL disruption. One TAD member required
emergency dental repair immediately after ship’s docking.
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CHAPTER X - DIVE OPERATIONS DURING DEEP FREEZE ‘03
1. Summary
A. Pre-Deployment Preparations & Seattle to Sydney, AS
1. Divers onboard HEALY completed dives inside the hyperbaric stretcher to
keep their qualifications current. Divers were instructed on how to supervise a
dive as well as how to “drive” or maintain air pressure in the chamber. Each
diver played a critical role from driving to visually monitoring the diver to
maintaining stopwatches. Each diver completed one dive for a maximum
depth of 20 feet for 10 minutes.
B. Sydney, AS to Antarctica
1. Nothing significant to report.
C. Deep Freeze ’03 Ice Operations
1. Three members of HEALY’s dive team were transported to Polar Sea for an
opportunity to dive in the ice. The supply vessel at McMurdo requested a
dive team to visually inspect the propeller because they felt there might have
been damage caused by milling. Only one of HEALY’s divers was able to
dive but it was still a good opportunity to note the hazards and conditions
associated with ice diving. The maximum depth of the dive was 22 feet and
the bottom time was 17 minutes.
D. Antarctica to Hobart, TS
1. Nothing significant to report.
E. Hobart, TS to Seattle
1. Nothing significant to report.
Recommendations
Deep Freeze ’03 would have been an excellent opportunity for HEALY’s divers
to capitalize on ice diving had the cutter arrived at McMurdo just 2 weeks earlier.
HEALY’s divers would have then been able to take advantage of experts in ice
diving but unfortunately the dive shop boarded up its windows just 2 weeks
before the HEALY’s arrival in Antarctica. It is strongly recommended however
that hours still be allocated for divers to train in the water and in the ice. Better
coordination with and more pro-action from Polar OPS on land could have
resulted in dive training in the ice despite the absence of seasoned ice divers.
Proficiency and confidence undoubtedly fades when divers are constantly
restricted to “dry” diving. Divers must be given time to train, in the water.
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CHAPTER XI – OVERALL RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Mission Timing: HEALY arrived in McMurdo Sound late in the summer season leaving
little time to complete channel preparation operations before the austral winter began to
set in. This was all due to a chain of events that need to be better anticipated in the
future. In this case, the decision to deploy HEALY wasn’t made until early January
when it became very clear that a second icebreaker was on needed on scene. Fortunately,
preparations had already started to stop all planned maintenance work. Equipment and
systems were reassembled to ensure HEALY could be ready to sail within three weeks
time. Earlier identification of potential need and earlier decision making could have
resulted in HEALY’s arrival several weeks earlier. Doing this would have enabled the
POLAR SEA / HEALY team to complete break in of a clear ice channel all the way into
the ice pier.
2. Refueling Point: HEALY was directed to refuel at Sydney, AS. Three days of transit
time could have been saved if HEALY could have refueled in New Zealand. In addition,
more transit time could have been saved if HEALY refueled directly from the tanker in
the brash ice. These extra days would have enabled HEALY to assist POLAR SEA
earlier in the season when weather conditions were more favorable for opening up the ice
channel.
3. Back Up Plan: McMurdo Station had no reserve of fuel in case the re-supply mission
could not be completed. In addition, NSF had no back-up plan in place in case the resupply ships could not reach the ice pier. Fortunately, the container ship escort was
successful and with Coast Guard initiative, enough flexible fuel hose could be assembled
to complete the re-fueling evolution from 3.3 miles out. NSF needs to develop a back-up
plan for completing the re-supply in future in the event the icebreakers cannot open up an
adequate ice channel into the ice pier. This may include storing enough reserve fuel at
McMurdo to continue operations in the event the fuel tanker can’t make it in. This was
standard procedure when the Navy operated McMurdo Station. Also, more flexible fuel
hose should be kept on hand. For the unloading/ reloading of supplies plans should
include evolutions such as offloading the supply ship while moored at the ice edge and
the transfer of materials across the fast ice to and from McMurdo.
4. Wind Detection System: Our success in breaking a larger channel to within 3.3 miles of
McMurdo Station was due in large part to the benefits of southerly winds that would
come up randomly and push the broken ice further out to the Ross Sea. The winds in the
ice channel would not always be the same as those seen by POLAR SEA while they were
operating in the turning basin and the ice pier approach in Winter Quarters Bay. They
didn’t know that we were encountering favorable winds periodically for flushing the ice
out of the channel. Installation of several remote wind detectors at various points along
the fast ice in the same general area of the ice channel that cold provide wind speed and
direction data to Ship Ops or the icebreaker would allow the cutter to make smarter
tactical icebreaking decisions. It is imperative that full advantage be taken of the
southerly winds when they come out to aid in clearing out the ice channel.
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5. Helicopter Support: Fortunately, our lack of an embarked helicopter didn’t hinder us
when transiting the Ross Sea thanks to good Terascan and National Ice Center imagery
plus favorable weather conditions during our transits (no fog and minimal cloud cover).
If we didn’t have such luck, our transits would have been slowed significantly without
the ability to fly ice reconnaissance flights such as POLAR SEA had to do on their
departure transit. Deploying a helo with the icebreaker provides another tool for ensuring
the most efficient track is taken through challenging ice fields. In addition, our SAR
capability for the 6 weeks of open ocean transit time was degraded with our lack of helo
capability. Finally, it would have been helpful to have a helo assigned to ensure we could
maintain our flight deck organization proficiency. With the helicopters tasked directly by
Ship Ops & NSF while in McMurdo, plus constantly changing operational needs and
weather conditions, we were not able to complete any flight deck training evolutions
while in McMurdo. Our limited ability to complete training while off of Hawaii (to
minimize impacts on making best speed to Seattle in order to maximize prep time for our
upcoming mission), inability to work out a training plan with Air Station Port Angeles,
and not having an embarked helicopter complicated maintaining flight deck operational
proficiency. HEALY will depart for its next mission with an absolute minimum level of
qualifications which will require a substantial amount of training during the transit up the
east coast to Newfoundland before science operations start.
6. Communications: Access to the 142W Coast Guard leased satellite is lost as the
icebreaker moves into McMurdo Sound. As a result, HEALY message traffic, email and
Coast Guard applications could only be utilized by accessing the 178E satellite at $9 a
minute during the core of the Deep Freeze mission (up to 2 months for a normal Polar DF
deployment). Recommend pursuit of another CG lease on the 178E satellite to enable the
deployed WAGB(s) to continue with normal underway connectivity which is essential to
conducting regular business in today’s E-Coast Guard (CGHRMS, UTS, AOPS, CMPlus,
etc). Message traffic can be accessed by HFDX; however, HEALY is not crewed for
frequent downloading of the message cue like the Polar breakers are. Also, HEALY used
the wireless satellite (Optiphone) system while in McMurdo Sound. The system was an
outstanding means for conducting a lot of ship’s business via clear telephone connection
and via the internet. We were able to “connect” our wireless Morale network that exists
throughout the deckhouse into the microwave link for the Optiphone system so we could
easily access the internet. As an alternative to the leased 178E satellite, connection of a
virtual protocol network to the Coast Guard intranet and the wireless Optiphone system
would enable the icebreakers to continue full access to Coast Guard applications while
operating in McMurdo Sound.
7. Maintenance & Training During Transits: Recommend continued usage of long transit
times, such as those to and from Antarctica, for completion of vital HEALY unique
training and maintenance. We were able to complete six weeks of the time consuming
Alstom IPP training for the electricians while underway freeing up valuable inport time
for other maintenance activities. Also, three weeks of heavy engine maintenance were
completed during the transit by both NESU Seattle and ship’s personnel (1,421
manhours) while also receiving important training from a Wartsila tech rep. Finally, a
joint NESU Seattle / ESU Seattle team of Electronics Technicians completed over 794
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man hours of work list items that were vital to preparations for HEALY’s next mission.
A quick estimate indicates that over $200,000 in contractor costs were saved by flying
the NESU and ESU personnel to meet HEALY to complete this work while also reducing
the overwhelming workload burden for the inport that was expected for getting the ship
ready for the next deployment. This substantially improved the probability that HEALY
would be ready for the next mission while also enabling our crew a better work routine
during their short inport time.
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APPENDIX A

DEEP FREEZE 2003
CHRONOLOGY OF MAJOR EVENTS
DATE

TIME

09Jan03

1108U

Underway from Seattle, WA, en route Sydney, Australia, for
Deep Freeze 2003.

11Jan03

1500U

Departed D13 waters; entered D11 waters.

2359U

Retarded ship’s clocks one hour to conform to +9 Victor.

0600V

Departed D11 waters; entered D14 waters.

2359V

Retarded ship’s clocks one hour to conform to +10 Whiskey.

15Jan03

2215W

Stood into Tropic of Cancer at Longitude 155-46.9W.

16Jan03

0945W

Entered Kaiwi Channel, Hawaiian Islands.

17Jan03

2359V

Retarded ship’s clocks one hour to conform to +11 XRay.

20Jan03

1216X

Crossed the equator at Longitude 173-57.6W and entered
Southern Hemisphere. Stood into South Pacific Ocean and
Tropic of Capricorn.

21Jan03

1250X

Departed D14 waters.

2359X

Advanced ship’s clocks 23 hours to conform to –12 Mike.

23Jan02

0256M

Crossed International Dateline at Latitude 07-58.6S and
entered Eastern Hemisphere.

26Jan03

0226M

Departed Tropic of Capricorn at Longitude 167-36.5E.

27Jan03

1130M

Stood into the Tasman Sea.

2359M

Retarded ship’s clocks one hour to conform to –11 Lima.

0858L

Moored Chowder Bay Fuel Pier, Sydney, Australia.

1638L

Completed fueling having taken on 438,306 gallons DFM.

1909L

Underway en route McMurdo Station, Antarctica.

13Jan03

29Jan03

EVENT__________________________________________

31Jan03

1500L

Advanced ship’s clock one hour to conform to –12 Mike.

02Feb03

0018M

Crossed Latitude 60-00S southbound at Longitude 164-48.8E;
shifted TACON to Commander Support Forces Antarctica.

0726M

Made first visual sighting of iceberg in position 61-45.3S
167-01.2E.

1500M

Advanced ship’s clocks one hour to conform to –13 NZDT
(New Zealand Daylight Savings Time).

04Feb03

0918NZDT Crossed Antarctic Circle southbound at Longitude 172-33.0E.

05Feb03

0630NZDT Stood into the Ross Sea in position 71-17S 175-05E.
2030NZDT HEALY arrived two nautical miles abeam northwest tip of
Iceberg C-19 in position 73-20S 175-15E.

06Feb03

2230NZDT Stood into McMurdo Sound in position 77-10S 165-40E.

07Feb03

0130NZDT Arrived at entrance to ice channel, approximately 12 nautical
miles northwest of Hut Point, in position 77-42S 166-02E.
0800NZDT Received distinguished guests including Commander, U.S.
Coast Guard Operations, onboard HEALY.
1230NZDT Commenced trial run/grooming/widening of ice channel and
Hut Point turning basin.

10Feb03

0826NZDT Commenced escort of M/V AMERICAN TERN in tandem
with POLAR SEA approximately 8 nautical miles northwest
of Hut Point.

11Feb03

0005NZDT M/V AMERICAN TERN moored at McMurdo Ice Pier.

17Feb03

0900NZDT M/V AMERICAN TERN offload completed at McMurdo
Station. POLAR SEA commenced escort of M/V
AMERICAN TERN from McMurdo Ice Pier through Hut
Point turning basin.
1510NZDT HEALY commenced lead escort of M/V AMERICAN TERN
from Hut Point turning basin through ice channel.

17Feb03

1720NZDT M/V AMERICAN TERN completed transit of ice channel at
mile 4.6 to open water. M/V AMERICAN TERN en route
Lyttleton, New Zealand.

20Feb03

0129NZDT Observed first sunset of 2003 at McMurdo Station.
0247NZDT Observed sunrise at McMurdo Station.
0740NZDT HEALY and POLAR SEA commenced escort of M/V
RICHARD G. MATTHIESEN to fueling position in ice
Channel approximately 3.3 nautical miles from Hut Point.
1040NZDT

M/V RICHARD G. MATTHIESEN hove to ice channel
fueling position 77-48.7S 166-26.3E.

1208NZDT

HEALY moored portside to M/V RICHARD G.
MATTHIESEN in position 77-48.7S 166-26.5E for fueling.

1616NZDT

HEALY commenced emergency break-away from M/V
RICHARD G. MATTHIESEN due to high winds.

1623NZDT

HEALY underway from fueling having taken on 115,300
gallons of JP-5 fuel.

1830NZDT

Commenced Red Nose Initiation Rites.

0900NZDT

Hove to in position 77-44.9S 166-10.5E approximately 8.4
nautical miles northwest of Hut Point to conduct Red Nose
Initiation Ceremonies on the ice.

1145NZDT

Completed Red Nose Initiation Rites and welcomed 72 krill
into the Realm of the Emperor Penguin. Held ice liberty.

26Feb02

2254NZDT

Underway for 2CC2 Cycloconverter testing and to evaluate
ice conditions north to C-19 iceberg for M/V RICHARD G.
MATTHIESEN departure.

02Mar03

1004NZDT

Crossed Antarctic Circle northbound at Longitude
167-36.4E.

04Mar03

0028NZDT Crossed Latitude 60-00S northbound at Longitude 158-46.7E.
Commander Support Forces Antarctica released TACON of
HEALY.

04Mar03

2359 NZDT Retarded ship’s clocks one hour to conform to –12 Mike.

21Feb03

22Feb03

05Mar03

2359M

Retarded ship’s clocks one hour to conform to –11 Lima.

07Mar03

0851L

Moored starboardside to Berth 3 at Macquarie Wharf, Hobart,
Tasmania for portcall.

13Mar03

1806L

Underway en route Seattle, WA.

17Mar03

2138L

Stood into Tropic of Capricorn at Longitude 167-23.7E.

20Mar03

1500L

Advanced ship’s clocks one hour to conform to –12 Mike.

22Mar03

0748M

Crossed the equator at the International Dateline and entered
the Northern and Western Hemispheres. Stood into the North
Pacific Ocean and Tropic of Cancer. Entered D14 waters.

1230M

Commenced Shellback and Golden Dragon Initiation Rites.

2359M

Retarded ship’s clocks twenty four hours to conform to
+12 Yankee.

0730Y

Completed Initiation Rites and welcomed 59 new Shellbacks
into the Realm of the Golden Dragon.

24Mar03

1500Y

Advanced ship’s clocks one hour to conform to +11 Xray.

25Mar03

1500X

Advanced ship’s clocks one hour to conform to +10 Whiskey.

27Mar03

0815W

Commenced helicopter operations with CG6570 15 nautical
miles west of Barbers Point, Oahu, for transfer of passengers
and equipment.

1245W

Completed helo ops; en route Seattle, WA.

2303W

Departed Tropic of Cancer at Longitude 157-05.5W.

30Mar03

1240W

Departed D14 waters; entered D11 waters.

31Mar03

1500W

Advanced ship’s clocks one hour to conform to +9 Victor.

1845V

Departed D11 waters; entered D13 waters.

1500V

Advanced ship’s clocks one hour to conform to +8 Uniform.

01Apr03

03Apr03

0829U

Embarked media from KBSG Radio Seattle and Sperry
technical representative.

1324U

Moored portside to Pier 37, Berth C, at ISC Seattle, WA.

APPENDIX B - 1200 Positions

USCGC HEALY (WAGB 20)
DEEP FREEZE 2003 TRACK HISTORY
DATE/TIME
091108U JAN 2003
091200U JAN 2003
101200U JAN 2003
111200U JAN 2003
121200V JAN 2003
131200V JAN 2003
141200W JAN 2003
151200W JAN 2003
161200W JAN 2003
171200W JAN 2003
181200X JAN 2003
191200X JAN 2003
201200X JAN 2003
211200X JAN 2003
231200M JAN 2003
241200M JAN 2003
251200M JAN 2003
261200M JAN 2003
271200M JAN 2003
281200L JAN 2003
290858L JAN 2003
291909L JAN 2003
301200L JAN 2003
311200L JAN 2003
011200M FEB 2003
021200M FEB 2003
031200M FEB 2003
041200NZDT FEB 2003
051200NZDT FEB 2003
061200NZDT FEB 2003
071200NZDT FEB 2003
081200NZDT FEB 2003
091200NZDT FEB 2003
101200NZDT FEB 2003
111200NZDT FEB 2003
121200NZDT FEB 2003
131200NZDT FEB 2003
141200NZDT FEB 2003
151200NZDT FEB 2003
161200NZDT FEB 2003
171200NZDT FEB 2003
181200NZDT FEB 2003
191200NZDT FEB 2003
201200NZDT FEB 2003
211200NZDT FEB 2003
221200NZDT FEB 2003
231200NZDT FEB 2003

1200 POSITION
DEPART SEATTLE, WA
47-35.4N 122-20.5W
46-16.5N 129-35.9W
42-27.9N 135-49.9W
38-19.0N 141-22.4W
34-06.7N 146-06.7W
29-46.3N 150-21.9W
25-15.3N 154-18.0W
20-51.7N 157-50.0W
15-55.7N 161-57.3W
10-11.1N 166-26.3W
4-58.3N 170-19.5W
00-03.4N 173-55.1W
04-50.5S 177-34.6W
09-54.0S 178-30.3E
15-00.1S 174-28.8E
20-15.2S 170-15.3E
24-58.9S 165-19.2E
28-33.2S 159-49.9E
32-05.2S 154-13.0E
MOORED SYDNEY, AS
DEPART SYDNEY, AS
37-50.3S 152-40.4E
44-04.9S 155-03.3E
50-18.9S 158-01.6E
56-52.3S 162-12.5E
62-48.7S 167-40.0E
67-10.8S 173-02.3E
72-00.2S 174-29.4E
75-36.0S 169-11.1E
77-41.9S 166-01.8E
77-48.0S 166-23.3E
77-50.7S 166-33.1E
77-50.5S 166-32.0E
77-48.8S 166-25.9E
77-50.8S 166-33.6E
77-41.1S 166-05.4E
77-46.6S 166-19.6E
77-47.0S 166-20.0E
77-51.2S 166-37.0E
77-50.7S 166-33.0E
77-44.2S 166-08.6E
77-48.0S 166-22.6E
77-47.6S 166-22.8E
77-48.5S 166-26.5E
77-44.9S 166-10.5E
77-44.9S 166-10.5E

DAILY NM CUMULATIVE
0.0
0.0
186.5
186.5
365.6
552.1
359.1
911.2
338.9
1250.1
348.7
1598.8
333.0
1931.8
329.0
2260.8
353.7
2614.5
415.8
3030.3
408.5
3438.8
379.0
3817.8
364.3
4182.1
374.3
4556.4
381.8
4938.2
398.5
5336.7
395.5
5732.2
387.6
6119.8
370.2
6490.0
270.7
6760.7
88.4
6849.1
70.5
6919.6
370.7
6990.3
389.5
7379.8
415.6
7795.4
413.4
8208.8
337.1
8545.9
337.2
8883.1
260.2
9143.3
273.8
9417.1
76.9
9494.0
89.9
9583.9
128.7
9712.6
77.1
9789.7
95.8
9885.5
121.4
10006.9
74.3
10081.2
59.6
10140.8
70.6
10211.4
48.0
10259.4
27.5
10286.9
14.5
10301.4
59.5
10360.9
55.2
10416.1
25.8
10441.9
47.1
10489.0
0.0
10489.0

241200NZDT FEB 2003
251200NZDT FEB 2003
261200NZDT FEB 2003
271200NZDT FEB 2003
281200NZDT FEB 2003
011200NZDT MAR 2003
021200NZDT MAR 2003
031200NZDT MAR 2003
041200NZDT MAR 2003
051200M MAR 2003
061200L MAR 2003
070851L MAR 2003
081200L MAR 2003
091200L MAR 2003
101200L MAR 2003
111200L MAR 2003
121200L MAR 2003
131807L MAR 2003
141200L MAR 2003
151200L MAR 2003
161200L MAR 2003
171200L MAR 2003
181200L MAR 2003
191200L MAR 2003
201200L MAR 2003
211200M MAR 2003
221200M MAR 2003
221200Y MAR 2003
231200Y MAR 2003
241200Y MAR 2003
251200X MAR 2003
261200W MAR 2003
271200W MAR 2003
281200W MAR 2003
291200W MAR 2003
301200W MAR 2003
311200W MAR 2003
011200V APR 2003
021200U APR 2003
031200U APR 2003
031300U APR 2003

77-44.9S 166-10.5E
77-47.9S 166-24.8E
77-47.9S 166-24.8E
75-58.0S 168-23.9E
72-52.0S 174-55.2E
70-02.6S 173-50.0E
66-09.6S 166-55.7E
61-38.9S 160-34.9E
57-32.7S 156-26.4E
51-59.9S 152-15.0E
46-37.2S 149-08.4E
MOORED HOBART, AS
MOORED HOBART, AS
MOORED HOBART, AS
MOORED HOBART, AS
MOORED HOBART, AS
MOORED HOBART, AS
DEPART HOBART, AS
40-36.4S 151-31.3E
35-43.8S 156-54.7E
30-37.3S 161-40.9E
25-31.4S 165-50.1E
20-11.6S 169-25.7E
14-39.0S 172-30.4E
09-09.5S 175-23.2E
03-49.2S 178-05.5E
00-41.9N 179-22.2W
04-10.2N 176-09.1W
08-01.7N 172-32.5W
11-58.8N 168-44.3W
16-10.0N 164-31.5W
20-11.3N 159-51.0W
21-14.9N 158-23.2W
26-10.1N 154-46.3W
30-53.9N 150-21.8W
35-28.2N 145-29.7W
39-52.4N 139-58.9W
43-50.4N 133-58.5W
46-24.7N 127-13.7W
47-46.1N 122-26.9W
MOORED ISC SEATTLE WA

6.3
0.0
14.2
232.9
170.1
210.5
345.6
255.7
370.3
358.1
322.1
75.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
82.6
381.9
386.0
384.9
383.5
371.6
377.8
356.9
345.0
304.3
331.8
310.9
332.0
360.5
284.6
258.9
369.2
374.3
371.7
356.0
356.4
326.2
89.9
16.7

10495.3
10495.3
10504.5
10737.4
10907.5
11118.0
11463.6
11719.3
12089.6
12447.7
12769.8
12845.2
12845.2
12845.2
12845.2
12845.2
12845.2
12927.8
13309.7
13695.7
14080.6
14464.1
14835.7
15213.5
15570.4
15915.4
16219.7
16550.5
16861.4
17193.4
17553.9
17838.5
18097.4
18466.6
18840.9
19212.6
19568.6
19925.0
20251.2
20341.1
20357.8

APPENDIX C – FUEL CONSUMPTION
Date
9-Jan
10-Jan
11-Jan
12-Jan
13-Jan
14-Jan
15-Jan
16-Jan
17-Jan
18-Jan
19-Jan
20-Jan
21-Jan
23-Jan
24-Jan
25-Jan
26-Jan
27-Jan
28-Jan
29-Jan
30-Jan
31-Jan
1-Feb
2-Feb
3-Feb
4-Feb
5-Feb
6-Feb
7-Feb
8-Feb
9-Feb
10-Feb
11-Feb
12-Feb
13-Feb
14-Feb
15-Feb
16-Feb
17-Feb
18-Feb
19-Feb
20-Feb
21-Feb

#
Percent Fuel Remaining
Daily
Critical
Inport JP-5
Engines Remaining at Midnight Consumption
Consumption Line
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
2
1
ADG
2
2
1

89.59%
87.48%
85.65%
84.12%
82.18%
80.76%
78.25%
76.67%
74.37%
71.49%
69.12%
67.56%
65.57%
63.49%
61.18%
58.75%
56.40%
54.64%
53.17%
92.34%
90.51%
88.19%
84.73%
82.60%
80.35%
78.54%
77.47%
76.80%
75.74%
74.54%
72.94%
71.47%
70.44%
68.46%
66.36%
64.72%
62.85%
61.71%
61.15%
60.91%
58.54%
57.66%
67.78%

1,100,500
1,093,878
1,068,014
1,045,663
1,027,040
1,003,377
986,041
955,336
936,136
907,936
872,779
843,849
824,824
800,605
775,139
746,979
717,259
688,652
667,112
649,213
1,127,353
1,105,082
1,076,718
1,034,448
1,008,468
980,948
958,898
945,868
937,688
924,738
910,068
890,548
872,558
860,048
835,898
810,185
790,137
767,384
753,443
746,530
743,641
714,771
704,031
827,590

19,241
6,622
25,864
24,404
19,940
23,533
18,280
30,705
19,200
28,200
35,157
28,930
19,025
24,219
25,466
28,160
29,720
28,607
21,540
17,899
10,481
22,271
28,364
42,270
25,980
27,520
22,050
13,030
8,180
12,950
14,670
19,520
17,990
12,510
24,150
25,713
20,048
22,753
13,941
6,913
2,889
28,870
10,740
8,089

1,100,500
1088135
1075770
1063405
1051040
1038675
1026310
1013945
1001580
989215
976850
964485
952120
939755
927390
915025
902660
890295
877930
1,127,353
1111475
1095597
1079719
1063841
1047963
1032085
1016207
1000329
984451
968573
952695
936817
920939
905061
889183
873305
857427
841549
825671
809793
793915
778037
827,590

Total
burned
6,622
32,486
56,890
76,830
100,363
118,643
149,348
168,548
196,748
231,905
260,835
279,860
304,079
329,545
357,705
387,425
416,032
437,572
455,471
465,952
488,223
516,587
558,857
584,837
612,357
634,407
647,437
655,617
668,567
683,237
702,757
720,747
733,257
757,407
783,120
803,168
825,921
839,862
846,775
849,664
878,534
889,274
897,363

22-Feb
23-Feb
24-Feb
25-Feb
26-Feb
27-Feb
28-Feb
1-Mar
2-Mar
3-Mar
4-Mar
5-Mar
6-Mar
7-Mar
8-Mar
9-Mar
10-Mar
11-Mar
12-Mar
13-Mar
14-Mar
15-Mar
16-Mar
17-Mar
18-Mar
19-Mar
20-Mar
21-Mar
22-Mar
22-Mar
23-Mar
24-Mar
25-Mar
26-Mar
27-Mar
28-Mar
29-Mar
30-Mar
31-Mar
1-Apr
2-Apr
3-Apr

ADG
ADG
ADG
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
ADG
ADG
ADG
ADG
ADG
ADG
ADG
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

67.34%
66.32%
65.98%
65.27%
64.81%
64.06%
63.10%
62.38%
60.18%
58.98%
57.54%
55.86%
54.14%

822,120
809,670
805,504
796,864
791,264
782,154
770,374
761,636
734,774
720,134
702,488
682,018
660,978

5,470
12,450
4,166
8,640
5,600
9,110
11,780
8,738
26,862
14,640
17,646
20,470
21,040

809599
791608
773617
755626
737635
719644
701653
683662
665671
647680
629689
611698
593707

902,833
915,283
919,449
928,089
933,689
942,799
954,579
963,317
990,179
1,004,819
1,022,465
1,042,935
1,063,975

52.87%
51.38%
49.52%
47.93%
46.10%
44.06%
42.36%
40.67%
38.85%
37.18%
35.93%
34.11%
32.45%
31.18%
29.28%
28.23%
26.55%
24.86%
23.09%
21.34%
19.83%
18.04%
16.79%

645,484
627,284
604,594
585,164
562,824
537,948
517,128
496,551
474,341
453,931
438,721
416,451
396,221
380,661
357,511
344,681
324,206
303,466
281,894
260,494
242,152
220,226
204,945

15,494
18,200
22,690
19,430
22,340
24,876
20,820
20,577
22,210
20,410
15,210
22,270
20,230
15,560
23,150
12,830
20,475
20,740
21,572
21,400
18,342
21,926
15,281

575716
557725
539734
521743
503752
485761
467770
449779
431788
413797
395806
377815
359824
341833
323842
305851
287860
269869
251878
233887
215896
197905
179914

1,079,469
1,097,669
1,120,359
1,139,789
1,162,129
1,187,005
1,207,825
1,228,402
1,250,612
1,271,022
1,286,232
1,308,502
1,328,732
1,344,292
1,367,442
1,380,272
1,400,747
1,421,487
1,443,059
1,464,459
1,482,801
1,504,727
1,520,008

